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Policy, Directorate for Science, Technology and Industry, Organization 

for Economic Cooperation and Development. 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY  

In this study we examine the usefulness that information ac-

counts have for economic analysis and policy. Limiting our atten-

tion to the Canadian manufacturing sector, we first discuss the 

technical necessity for reclassifying production inputs into infor-

mation and noninformation services. Second, we review the concept 

of factor productivity and identify the problems attached to 

measures of information input productivity. Finally, using stat-

istical estimates for coefficients which describe the technological 

relationship which holds between factor inputs and outputs, we obtain 

a rough measure of employment responses to factor price changes. In 

particular, we wish to estimate the impact a change in the price of 

information capital equipment has on information workers and pro-

duction workers separately. 

We choose the manufacturing sector because it possessed the 

most detailed data and similar studies are available to which our 

results can be compared. Our approach consists of statistically 

estimating, using econometric  techniques, a "production function" 

for manufacturing. In fact, two production functions were esti-

mated, one for manufacturing as a whole on annual observations for 

the period 1948-1973, and one for a "representative" major industry 

division on observations made up by pooling 5 years of data with 

19 industries comprising manufacturing. 

The logic of information accounts can be made more compelling 

if it is shown that the structure of manufacturing technology is such 

that information inputs are technically distinct from non-information 

inputs. F=example, business applies the myriad of goods and ser- 

vices that are needed to produce the final output in different ways, 

and the main utility of national accounts is to reduce the large numbers 

of these and other commodities to some manageable size.. This is 

achieved by a process of aggregation over "similar" commodities to 
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produce broad categories such as food, clothing, machinery and 

equipment, telecommunication services, etc. However, an examination of the 

commodities identified as information goods shows a great heterogeneity 

and one immediately suspects that information goods do not at all 

act as close substitutes, either in production or in consumption, an 

essential property necessary to make them eligible for aggration into 

a single commodity category. 

Our production function analysis permits us to examine this 

problem of suitable information aggregates. Mathematical conditions can 

be specified which express the circumstance of aggregation and be 

embodied in the production function. A production function subject to 

these conditions (the maintained hypothesis) is fitted to the observations 

and so is another which, however, is free of these mathematical conditions 

for 'separation'. By seeing which specification, the maintained hypothesis 

or the alternative, fits the observations best we are using the data 

to help us judge the validity of information aggregates, at least as 

inputs into manufacturing. For example, we took the trouble to 

split capital stocks according to information capital and 

non-information capital. If we had found that the production 

function which fits the data best obeys the conditions suggesting 

that the split was needless, then the point of this capital subdivision 

is lost. This would imply that the accounts are thus at odds with 

the data, and arguments for national information accounts are thereby 

weakened. Our findings on this question are as follows. According to 

the fit over the time series data, in which only labour inputs are 

differentiated between information and non-information, it is statistically 

better to make this labour distinction rather than not. This 

agrees with similar studies unrelated to information accounts. 

With the pooled data we found inconclusive evidence on this issue. 

The evidence is not at variance with information accounts in that 

the division of capital and of labour in conformity with such accounts 

was deemed suitable by the statistical test. However, a 
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supplementary test showed no cause for belief that the technology 

distinguished between all information activity on the one hand and all 

non-information on the other. 

The conclusion we arrive at regarding productivity of information 

work is that it cannot in ammeaningful way be measured or examined 

independently of the other inputs. Measured productivity change for 

one input may well be caused by changing levels of other inputs and 

unless these additional causal factors are accounted for, no inference 

is possible from the observed changes. 

Finally, we found fram the estimates over the time series 

observations that information and non-information workers' employment are 
affected in different directions by changing capital prices. The 

implication of this result is that not all the work force has been 

affected adversely by increasing investment in capital. Greater 

investment in total machinery and equipment is accompanied by a lower 

share of revenue for production workers but a higher share of revenue 

taken by information workers. However, higher investment in construction 

capital goods has had the opposite impact on the revenue share for the two 

employee categories. 

The production function estimated with the use of pooled data 

produced a pattern of employment impacts diffèrent from the foregoing. 

However, the aspect of the finding which is most striking is that a falling 

price for information capital does not seem to present a significant threat 

to manufacturing employment, even iiqere there not to be any expansion in 

production. Of course, any presence of a falling capital price would lead 

to a fall in production costs and in all likelihood to increased production, 

and hence further employment. This result is important in policy terms since 

it suggests that fears for manufacturing employment based on the further 

incursion of information machinery and equipment are ill-founded. But before 

such a hard and fast conclusion is drawn, we remind the reader of the nature 

of the data used and their limitations. Some mention of this is made below 

but here the fact that the data period covers 1967-1971 is emphasized. 

Given that new capital is adopted piecemeal and only slowly to save 
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scrappage of productive capital in place, the results obtained over this 

estimation period should be good for the next five years or so fram the 

end data, 1971. Thereafter, we cannot apply the estimates of substitution 

elasticities, through which we reckon the employment effects, with the 

same degree of confidence into 1980, say. Obviously, the more up-to-date 

data now being made available should be employed to further strengthen and 

test the results obtained so far. 

The results seem to indicate same grounds for information 

accounting and the impact of capital prices on employment, but for several 

reasons these conclusions remain tentative pending further investigation 

and data improvements. Four of the most pressing developments that are 

needed are as follows. Firstly, the value added data used in both 

estimation approaches exclude observations on computer rental, probably 

representing a loss of a major source of computer use in manufacturing. 

Thus, one of the information items that would assume great importance in 

any information accounts is partly excluded from the study. This mission  

can be repaired, as it would be in the accounts, by subtracting from 

manufacturing business current expenditure the sum corresponding to computer 

charges and adding this sum to both the output and to the capital accounts 

expenditure. For the years prior to 1971 Statistics Canada possesses only 

rough industry estimates of this expenditure. 

Secondly, as mentioned earlier, the pooled observations study 

can be extended to include the data becoming available for the years 1972-1976, 

years for which information investment became more important. Thirdly, the 

work can extend to other industries, such as 'finance, insurance and real 

estate' and 'trade, wholesale and retail' where computer services have had 

a significant impact. Finally, because the quality of information services 

has changed dramatically through the vast improvements made in computing 

and telecommunication services, the quantity and price indices for these 

services should be modified to allow for these improvements in quality. 

Procedures exist for this type of analysis. 

1 



Once these technical improvements have been satisfactorily 

settled we would be better able to study the vital issue brought by the 

arrival of 	'information revolution'; namely, the impact on manufacturing 

output prices of flling information capital prices, with its implications 

for Canada's balance of payments; and the overall medium run impact to 

be expected for employment in various industries resulting fram these 

price-reductions. 
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1. INTRODUCTION  

One of the most significant developments in advanced industrial econômies 

'has been the growing importance of information activities. More and more 

employment is designated to produce, process and distribute symbols as opposed 

to thifigs. In 1971, 40 per cent of the Canadian work force was thus occupied. 

The past two decades have moreover witnessed a dramatic growth in the stock of 

electronic information processing and distributing machinery and equipment, 

which now is poised threateningly over the jobs of information workers. 

Many factors have combined to create an insatiable  thirst for information 

in all sectors of the economy, including the private business sector. For 

the latter, not least of these factors are the size and complexity of the 

economic environment in which business operates and the increasing penetration 

of foreign markets, the opportunities offered by new technologies and new  

product lines, and the need to plan increasingly larger capital expenditures over 

a long time horizon. We see here the competitive drive to seek new markets, 

to hold on to old ones, and finally to reduce production costs. 

These demands require information and data on conditions of current and 

prospective markets, improved techniques of production, optimal organization 

of production, as well as many other areas. The production and organization 

of this information is the task of the intellectual 

labour of market research, management, and research and development teams. 

In addition, information flows have to be maintained within each plant and 

between the various plants, outposts and the head office, which, in the 

past, called for a small army of clerical workers. 
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When seen in the wider context of economic and social history, our 

society is entering a new age of economic organization and development, with 

potentially great social implications. The considerable resources today which 

are devoted to public sector information activities, including social and 

economic planning, management and'forecasting, education, and research, together 

with the.resources applied in the private sector to the various information 

related functions mentioned earlier, cause a structural change in the economy 

whereby much less of total activities are directly applied to the production 

of final goods and services. Recent technological advances in micro-electronics 

are foreseen to hold both promises and threats. These developments leading 

to lower costs of processing, computing, storage, and transmission of data 

promise lower costs for both production and information work. The diffusion 

of the new technology in industry will mean further automation and control 

of production processes, with the use of  less staff. Fabrication as well as 

assembly work can be turned over to robots as these evolve out of the stage 

of digital control power tools. Significantly, these developments are becoming 

economical for shorter production runs leading to wider application. With 

the phenomenal rise in the price of energy and materials, information activities 
• 

and development will save on these expensive and scarce resources. The telecom- 

11 munications infrastructure will substitute for physical transportation and allow 

for distributed data and word processing work, perhaps slowing or even reversing 

centralizing tendencies in economic activities. The labour-intensive 	
- II 

administrative and information processing activities are becoming increasingly 	

II 

1 
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subject to capital-using technological change that gives rise to such recent 

developments as electronics funds transfers, electronic mail, word processing 

machines and- the use of smart machines in the retail trades. 

For employment, these promises are rapidly becoming threats. The advent 

of these developments cries out for a scientific study of the possible social 

and economic impacts to come in its train. As with any science, a conceptual 

framework and whatever can be done in the way of qualitative and quantitative 

meaàurement have to be developed. Thus a call is out for revisions in national 

accounting to better reflect information activities.  As  we will see, a start 

at the macroeconomic level has already been taken, while in contrast the re-

search here specifically studies the problems of the interrelationship between 

concepts and measurement at the microeconomic level, although at a very 

aggregative level. 

The outline'of this two part study is as follows. We review some of the 

issues in more detail and elaborate our line of attack for empirically testing 

the economic relevance of information accounts. In the first part an inter-

mediate step is made through an econometric estimation of a production 

function for Canadian manufactUring. Much effort went into data preparation 

and this is reported together with an account of certain notable problems 

to be expected from the imperfect quality of the data. An incomplete study 

of information work productivity is also made, with a formulation for further 

work. Finally, with the help of estimated values for substitution elasticities, 

we conjecture the employment impacts for production and information workers 
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of changes in capital prices. 

The second part of this study uses the same methodological approach to 

which the production function concept is central, but an improved data base 

allows many more of the relevant technical questions to be asked and tested. 



2. THE ISSUES AND METHOD OF INVESTIGATION  

1. The Policy Concerns  

Following the work of Porat
1
, and earlier of Machlup

2 
 , in which a system 

of U.S. national accounts designed to highlight information activities was 

developed, widespread interest has been shown by the 0.E.C.D. nations in the 

possibility of establishing such accounts for themselves. The project would 

entail considerable reworking of historical data and much redesigning of 

national accounts in order that  the, largely non-market, information  activities 

can be identified and receive due economic imputation of value. This would 

undoubtedly prove to be a large task, but the proponents of making national 

information accounts point to its utility, firstly, through the better grasp 

we Will have on the pattern of growth in information activities and, secondly, 

through new time series relevant to policy matters of pressing importance, 

such as the over-all productivity of information work. 

While the concept of national information accounts can be appealing, there 

remain some questions about the precise economic content of Porat's 

methodology. 

One can take inputs and outputs, as does Porat, identify them as information 

goods and services or activities, and announce that a certain fraction of GDP 

comprises economic activities which are related to the production of information. 

As can easily be imagined, the size of this fraction is highly sensitive to how 

large or small is the catalogue of commodities and activities titled information: 

Such a catalogue, it has to be . admitted, would be exceedingly arbitrary and 
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II and must reflect to an uncomfortable degree the judgement of the compilers. 

The paramount question would naturally be, does any such catalogue make 	
11 

economic sense  

Let me illustrate the point. A motley collection of goods and services 1/ 
is endowed with the collective appellation. "information" and is shown to 

11 comprise a larger and larger proportion of GDP through time. Likewise, 

more employment is directed to "information" production. Such secular 	
' It 

trends are no doubt revealing in terms of the structural changes that are taking 

place in the economy, but quite what it is that is experiencing growth pains 	II 

is hard to tell. The part of the 20th century we have survived so far has 	, 

witnessed dramatic growth from zero in such things as automobiles, iron.and 	11 

steel production, aeroplanes, etc. and this phenomenon shows in a secular 
II 

rise of.manufacturing production. Manufacturing as an economic process -- the 

factory system -- is reasonably distinct from agriculture and the tertiary 
II 

sector; and if not wholly by the methods of production, then possibly by its 

marketed products. Also we think, perhaps erroneously, we have a fair grip on 	11 

IIthe underlying demand and the supply schedule for manufactured goods. Can the 

same be said for the "information sector"? 3 
What indeed is so special about 

this collection of goods and services  that  calls for a special treatment? . 	11 
. 	There is no quarrelling with the fact that the advanced industrial economies . 

are undergoing some•sort of decisive change and this change is linked with 	11 

the processing and distribution of symbols,  as  opposed to concrete final goods - 
II 

and services. This is testified to by the rapid rise of computers and 

telecommunications, as well as the paper-shuffling bureaucracies both in 
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business and in government. Thus there is an outstanding phenomenon here which 

cries out to be researched and understood, otherwise mmeh policy planning 

will go by the board. But to acknowledge this fact is not an automatic acceptance 

that the study of the "information sector" will be the key to a better 

understanding of future economic developments. Perhaps it is;but such a claim 

has to be substantiated before we embark on the production of national information 

accounts in a big way. 

With this introduction we can motivate the present study. In economic 

analysis, when we group outputs or inputs we do so in the belief that the 

commodities comprising the aggregate exhibit some relationship to each other, 

either technologically or economically, which sets them apart from the remainder. 

We aggregate commodities in order to simplify our economic analysis but at 

the same time we endeavour to retain most that we see to be essential to the 

analysis.
4 

This precaution requires that the components within an aggregate 

have a uniform response to prices of commodities outside the group. This 

similarity of response can be relatively weak or strong but it means in 

production that the degree of trade-off between goods and services within the 

group allowed by the technology is not, or at most only mildly, affected by 

the demand for those commodities not in the group. Under such conditions 

changes in the latter affect the demand for the aggregate components as if these 

formed a single entity;this is exactly the key property which allows the sim-

plification by grouping in the first place. In view of these remarks the 

dichotomy between information and non-information activities from this economic 
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'perspective has great merit if suitable conditions for this grouping are present. 

Otherwise, the benefit to be derived from such information accounts is not 

particularly evident to the economist. 

To sum up, if the division between information and non-information is 

superfluous in the sense that no true aggregators as defined above 

exist, then economic studies with information at the focus may be empty, Or 

worse,misleading. Without knowing that the structure of technology corresponds 

to this particular division of inputs, simulation studies and forecasts of 

information activities will be shrouded in unnecessary ambiguity since "information" 

would represent a mixed bag of goods and services rather than a relatively 

homogeneous commodity. 

Productivity studies would suffer similarly, for the particular collective 

input factor called information whose productivity is under study would be, 

were the aggregation invalid, involved in the production of many types of 

output and these outputs would not be any less affected by other inputs. It 

follows again that a ratio of outputs to inputs, in spite of the common label 

of "information" for each, would be void of economic meaning. 

The type of preliminary investigation the economist ought to carry out 

before setting up new accounts for use in economic studies should now be clear. 

The question to be answered is whether information goods and services constitute a 

true aggregate commodity. In technical terms, as we noted earlier, this question 

is one concerning the rate of substitution between the commodities constituting 

the aggregate, whether the aggregate in view is one consisting of factor inputs, 
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of outputs for final demand, or one of intermediate goods and serives. 

Clearly the same question applies whether we are speaking of the macro-economy 

or of 	one specific sector. In this study we limit our analysis to one 

sector; examining the issue for labour and capital inputs into manufacturing, for 

which the production function approach to the specification of technology can 

be useful. 

2. Production  

The firms which comprise the private business sector of the economy are 

not exclusively involved with the process of production. A good portion of the 

work engaged in by many firms includes such non-production activities as 

marketing, research and development, management and administration. These 

activities, pertaining to the gathering, processing and distribution of 

information internal to the firm, influence output and consequently 

the firm's profits. The basic productivity question which arises is 

if the high cost of these information activities outweighs, at the margin, 

the benefit they bring to profit. This, and other questions we raised earlier, 

can be treated in terms of finding evidence to show that the production 

technology does indeed distinguish between information and non-information 

activities, and that goods within the aggregate are more closely substitutable 

among themselves than with those outside the aggregate. This issue can be 

posed in terms of the neo-classical production function (or the cost function) 

for the firm or the industry, and then subjected to various statistical tests. 
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In the present study we estimate a production function for the Canadian manu- 

facturing industry using econometric techniques and apply certain statistical 1/ , 
tests for "separability" of the function. This test is in terms of the 

hypothesis that the production function is best explained statistically by the 	If 

separation of inputs as described above. The existence of such separability 	
11 

 

will support the view that the production technology inputs information activities 

separately from the inputs that go directly into the production process. 	11 
But it is not only as a test of the information sector concept that we 

undertake this research. More importantly, we wish to achieve a better 	I/ 

understanding of the role of information activities in production. The results  of 

 II 
this study will be an early step in this dirction, if only a small one. This 

IIother objective is to examine the impact of price changes in information capital 

on the distribution of employment among information and non-information workers. 

Such an employment impact study may  point  to a methodology which can add to our 	II 

understanding of the efferential effects on employment produced by new 
11 

technology. 	 . 

The technology of a firm or industry can be described for econometric 
I 

purposes by a production function, or equivalently, a cost funtion. The 	. 

production function relates the maximum output obtainable under a fixed • 	II 

5 technology for given quantities of inputs ; the cost function relates the least 

II 
cost bundle of inputs,to the total cost of producing a given quantitY of 

output. Here we are referring to a single output and by,technology we denote 	
11 

the technical constraints which rule the quantity of inputs and the proportions 

. 	11 
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in which they can be used to produce a given output. 

In fact we do not estimate the production function (cost function) 

directly but instead we estimate the factor demand equations. These requirements 

equations are derived from the production or cost function via the so-called 

first order efficiency conditions. The conditions themselves represent the 

efficient application of inputs to the production of a given output, at 

prices determined exogenously to the firm. The assumption here is that the 

firm is a price taker in all factor and goods markets and acts to maximize 

profits.
6  

As we hinted on earlier occasions, the hypothesis which is to be tested 

concerns the structure of manufacturing technology in Canada. The firm's 

value added
7 
market output is seen to be the result of the co-operative effort 

of the primary inputs represented by a variety of activities carried out 

by labour and by capital services. The fact that there is no conceptual 

difficulty in accepting that productive activities stand in a different 

relation to the firm's output than do administrative activities makes it 

apparent there are distinctly different labour activities involved in 

manufacturing. The administrative work, or in our terminology, the information 

activities, have applications other than to the current production of 

physical output. By definition however, production is the exclusive concern 

of the production activities. 

Because we are using the value added concept, the activities which enter 

the analysis exclude intermediate materials and energy, and involve only 

I 
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the primary inputs, labour and capital services. Ideally the test for 

separability requires that the primary input be partioned into information 

labour services (man-hours worked) HI , non-information labour services HN , 

information capital services KI , and non-information capital services KN . 

Our hypothesis of the process of production in manufacturing can be visualized 

through the simple tree diagram shown belowi 

///\\\\ 

/\N C 

 

/\ /\. 
.KI 	LI KN 	LN 

In this diagram, F is the production function relating inputs to 

valued added output. V is a sub-production function nested within F along 

with C , and its appearance serves to express the supposed separation of 

total activities from construction. The functional arrangement in this fashion • 

suggests that the rate of substitution between the two activities, information 

and non-information, are independent of the size of construction services. 

The intermediate outputs denoted by VI and VN denote the contribution 

to final output of information activities and non-information activities 

respectively. This specification also alleges that the rate of substitution 

between capital and labour in the one activity is independent of the output 
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level of the other activity. This diagram illustrates the type of production 

specification we are testing. A rejection of the test (of the existence 

of VI , or both VI and VN) would suggest that the organization of the 

primary.inputs into the information and non-information aggregates is 

spurious and does not mirror the real manufacturing process. 

However, because of severe data limitations there are some problems in 

achieving this goal, one of which is the total lack of any statistical guide on how 

to assign the construction component of fixed capital formation to the two aggregate! 

The parts of a building housing office staff and machines together 

with the labour and machines on the shop floàr cannot in any obvious way 

be assigned to the titles imformationiand eon-information; The existence 

of this fact in the data likely reflects a basic real phenomenon whereby 

the proportions in which the two types of .activities take place inside the 

structure does not count for much, only the over-all size of the building. 

Consequently, in the following discussion KI , KN refer only to the 

machinery and equipment (M&E) componènt of capital services and not to 

construction (the inventory component is excluded throughout). 

The second problem is the difficulty in making the correct assignment 

of machinery and equipment services to information and other activities. . 

Not only is the data construction necessary to partition M&E capital stocks 

between the two activities a long and difficult task, but the practical 

assignment of capital services is full of ambiguities. One way to avoid 
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the difficulty is simply to leave the capital input undifferentiated, and in 

fact because of these concerns we make two distinct attacks on the separation 

problem. The first side-steps the issue of assigning capital services 

altogether by disaggregating labour services into two components but leaves 

capital in the aggregate form of machinery and equipment on the one hand 

and construction on the other. While of course this limited approach would 

• not provide the full basis for a study of information inputs, since capital 

remains undifferentiated, it nonetheless allows us to discuss the important 

subject of information labour productivity,  one  of the major policy items 

under consideration. The capital attribution problem is encountered in 

the second attack, when both capital and labour are disaggregated appropriately. 

In both approaches we still have to confront the usual problem of finding a 

suitable statistical measure for capital utilization, by'which services may 

be related to stock figures. We will discuss this subject further in the 

sections describing the estimation methods. 

In order to carry out the tests described above it is necessary to 

specify a functional form which imposes no separability restrictions 

In this paper, we use .the Transcendental Logarithmic Production 

Function (translog) to investigate the separability of information and 

mon-information inputs into production in Canadian manufacturing.
8 

3. Substitution'Elasticities and Production Punctions  
_ - 

In. the early 1970s a notable contribution was made in empirical 

production function analysis with the introduction of the "flexible form" 
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specification for production technology. The new functional forms, such as 

the translog
9 

or the generalized Leontief
10 
 , prove to be particularly 

useful when considering more than two factor inputs to the production process. 

The standard néo-classical theory of production posits certain well 

known properties for mathematical functions which are designed to describe . 

the process of production. The flow of services from factors such as labour, 

materials, energy and capital, can be combined in various proportions to 

produce the flows of manufactured outputs, however only a restricted set of 

possible combinations are economically viable in the sense of not being 

wasteful of resources. This fact plus assumptions concerning divisibility 

of inputs and outputs gave rise to the characteristic properties of convex 

isoquants. Further assuàptions yielded the homothetic property'and the 

neo-classical production function can therefore be characterized as a "strictly 

quasi-concave homothetic function". While that description gave considerable 

scope, the major examPles of production functions used in empirical analysis, 

the well-known Cobb-Douglas
11 

and thé CES*
12 

forms, are nevertheless unduly 

restrictive for purposes of hypothesis testing, especially when more than 

two factors of production are involved. 

Both of these types of functional forms have built into them the 

assumption that the technical elasticity of substitution between factors is constanl 

and, 'in the particular case of the Cobb-Douglas form the constant in constrained 

to equal unity. When only two factors are present, the CES form, unlike 

the Cobb-Douglas, does allow one to estimate the one elasticity of 

*constant elasticity of substitution 
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substitution present but with three or more factors there are several partial 

elasticities to consider, and to assume them all equal is to miss some important 

economic phenomena. For example, there is evidence to show that non-production 

workers are complementary to capital while production workers are substitutable 

with both capital and other workers
13

. This observation has important 

employment implications, since a change in price of capital services can lead 

to further employment of one type of labour but, concurrently, to lay-offs for 

the other. The CES form lacks fleicibility to allow the investigator to 

perceive the sign or size differences between the three partial elasticities 

that were examined in the above study, and other more suitable functional forms 

were introduced for the task, such as the flexible forms mentioned above. 

Because of our concern with the price responsiveness of employment and the 

issue of input aggregation, this will determine our choice of available functional 

forms. In fact, for reasons to become apparent later, we use the translog 

function. This function, containing the Cobb-Douglas form as a special case, 

has the general form where the exponential logarithm of output is equal to 

a second degree polynomial in the logarithm of the inputs. This form gives a (seconi 

order) approximation to an arbitrary production function with the well-behaved 

properties mentioned earlier. 



3. THE DATA AND ASSUMPTIONS  

1. Employment and Output in Canadian Manufacturing  

Manufacturing employment in Canada over the past 3 decades underwent 

many developments. Aside from periodic movements attributable to business 

cylces, this evolution in work emerged mostly as a response to changes that 

took place in techniques of production, in products and in industry composition. 

Very briefly, we review the main events reflected in those employment time 

series which enter our empirical analysis, and start with trends in employment 

and real output for the major industry groups over the period 1961-1974. 

In this period the Food and Beverage industry experienced a 50% increase 

in output while production employment increased only 10%. Meanwhile, the 

employment of information workers declined over the 1970s following a slight 

growth in the 1960s to . produce for the full period a 5% fall in employment. 

Paper and Allied Industries have had good growth over the 15 years, producing 

more than a doubling of output. Employment of production workers prospered 

with increasing production, but grew at a slower pace so that it rose only 30%. 

By contrast, information employment gained over 40% with growth levelling off 

in 1974 to produce in that year a 9% increase. 

Many of the other industries followed a similar pattern of production 

employment, showing sensitivity to the business cycle in varying degrees. 

Information employment for all industries showed a great deal of cyclical 

insensitivity. But the 1970s proved a watershed in information employment 
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for some industries when employment growth either stopped or turned down. A . 

curious exception to the general pattern is provided by the Petroleum and 

Coal Products industry, in which production accelerated at an unusual rate 

to yield nearly a 240% increase. In 1974 production worker employment increased 

12%, only to return to the 1961 level, and information employment by 4% for a 

12% increase over the 1961 level. 

The over-all employment picture for total Canadian manufacturing can be 

viewed from Figure 1. Over the period of the 1950s information employment grew 

significantly while production employment fluctuated widely about a barely 

perceptible trend line. This was an epoch of strong growth in manufacturing 

and rapid technological change. These improvements in techniques meant that 

the increase in output was accomplished with much less than a proportionate 

increase in the production work force. At the saine time, the greater complexity 

of co-ordinating and contr011ing the larger production and market operations, 

the imperative of skillful planning behind the allocation of enormous investment 

funcs marshalled for future production, the drive for research and development, 

all gave impetus to the growth in information employment. 

The beginning of an end to the "long boom" of the 1950s and the 1960s 

can be perceived very clearly in the employment trends. The growth in both 

types of labour was severely hurt by the onset of the world-wide turndown, and 

information employment never recovered its momentum, even during the 1973-74 

improvement in the domestic economy which was responsible for the latest surge 

in production employment. 
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More than one crediblehypothesis can be advanced for the singular 

behaviour of information employment through these years. To begin with, it 

seems that the notable lack of cyclical sensitivity can be attributed to the 

relative inflexibility of the information factor input. In the initial stages 

of the "long boom" the manufacturing sector expanded its information activities 

.capacity .to produce an infrastructure possibly characterized by important 

indivis ibilities. Once installed, this information infrastructure could 

perhaps handle the related administrative, R & D and management requirements 

.over a substantial range of production levels. However, with the continued 

growth in manufacturing production, further additions to the information work 

force were called for in the middle 1960s. By contrast, subsequent years 

are marked by no growth or even contraction in information work. In the absence 

of a more detailed examination of the data the . following explanation for 

this event is tentatively offered. 

The introduction of computers into information processing activities was 

initially accompanied by net Additions to the work force because of the new 

demand it brought for technicians, programmers and computer operators. Only 

later, once the computer penetrated every aspect of the labour-intensive 	, 

information work, did the emPloyment generating effect of computers reverse . 

itself and become potentially a job displacement effect. This turnaround was 

possibly accelerated by successful drives to organize the white collar work 

force, in both the private and public sectors and throughout all industries 
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across the country, giving rise to strong wage demands in manufacturing. We see 

in the graphs of factors shares (Figure 2) that  wage gains for information 

workers in this later period were, however, more illusory than real because 

of the effects of inflation, as shown indirctly by the falling share of costs 

spent on information work (others costs have risen faster), or because of job 

losses. It seems certain that both job displacement and inflation have held 

information labour costs severely in check in the first half of the present 

decade. At least for the manufacturing sector there does not appear to be any 

tendency for run-away information work costs. But before any conclusions can 

be drawn it would be important to determine three additional factors;the costs 

attributable to information capital;how much new information cost are borne 

by the public;and what costs are disguised by the value-added output data. 

The situation in Canada is made particularly unusual by the deep penetration 

of foreign multinationals into —the economy. The sway parent companies have 

over their Canadian branch-plants means employment and output decisions are formed 

by influences not exclusively associated with developments in the country's 

commercial markets. The importance of global corporate concerns to the operations 

14 
of foreign controlled firms in Canada is hard to quantify, but case studies 

undertaken by the Science Council of Canada are illuminating in their suggestion 

that forces outside the domestic economy play a powerful role. The clearest 

indication of this is given by the auto production rationatization agreement 

between Canada and the United States. According to the Science Council many 
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managerial functions were eliminated following the auto pact as were research 

and development activities, despite increases in output and production work. 

The implication of this development for our empirical study based on statistics 

embracing this period is that a segment of Canadian manufacturing enacted an 

employment policy at variance with considerations  of relative factor prices and 

the end product price. 

The opposite effect on employment took place in the telecommunications 

industry, again for reasons exogenous to the Canadian economy. As a consequence 

of the 1956 United States anti-trust action taken against Western Electric, 

Canada rapidly acquired a mature telecommunication equipment manufacturing 

industry in the corporate form of Norther Electric. In terms of design capa-

city, 90 per cent of designs originated from a foreign source in 1960. By 1970 

this preponderance of foreign source was reduced to 1 per cent. Over the 

period professional and non-professional staff grew 130 per cent while the 

growth in the former's quality was even more impressive. 

These examples illustrate the importance foreign multi-national corporations 

have for the size of Canadian information employment. Work normally carried 

out in head offices and research laboratories are often conducted outside the 

country's border; table 1 below corroborates this observation. To the extent that 

management and research and development services are transferred across the border 

within the corporation the statistics on information work is biased downward. 

Likewise, any changes in employment over our sample period that are attributable to 
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Table 1  

' 	Table a, •A Comparison of R & D per SI 000 Sales in Canada and the United States: Manufacturing Industries by Sector, 1967 

Sector 

I. Food & kindred products 

2. Tobacco products  

3. Textile mill products  

4. Knittins mills 

5. Apparel & related products 

• 6. Lumber & wood products 

7. Furniture &. fixtures 

8. Paper  6.. allied products  

9. Printing, publishing & allied industries 

10. Chemicals & allied products 

11. Petroleum & coal products 

12. Rubber & plastics products 

13. Leather & leather products 

14. Non-metallic mineral proAucts 

15. Primary metal industries 

16. Metal Fabricating industries 

17,  Machinery industries  

18. Electrical products inJustry  

19. Transportation equipment industries 

20. Miscellaneous manufacturing 

(includes instruments & rel. prod.) 

Totals 

Canada 	 United States 

Value' of 	Currentb 	R & D 	Value of 	R & Dd 	R & D 

Shipments 	Intramural 	Expenditures 	Shipments 	Expenditures 	Expenditures 

(Sales) 	R & D 	per SI 000 	(Sales) 	 per SI 000 
Expenditures 	Sales 	 Sales 

$ million 	S thumuinds 	dollars 	S million 	$ million 	dollars  

	

'7429.27 	7 807 	1.051 	82 935 	 122 	 1.471 

	

., 493.26 	 ni 	 4 957 	 111  

	

, 404.939 	3 700 	2.634 

	

325.543 	 m 	}  19 767 	1 

	

39 	 .963 	Il . 	  

	

1176.755 	m 	 20 750  

	

1675.642 	856 	.511 	10 875  

	

640.196 	157 	.245 	7 634 	1 	
11 	 .594 

 . 

	

3 231.176 	18 519 	5.731 	20 927 	 74 	3.536  

	

1 297.275 	 m 	21 677 	 m  

	

22611.769 	41 095 	18.113 	42 188 	1 113 	26.382  

	

1 558.207 	16 629 	10.672 	21 967 	 314 	14.294 	
. 

	

584.35 7 	3 543 

	

6.063 	 12 362 

	

5 146 	

140 

	

ni 	

11.325 

	

369.115 	 01  	1 

	

1082.213 	2 711 	2.505 	14 569 	 112 	 7.668 

	

3 052.537 	20 000 	6.552 	47 023 	 181 	 3.849 

	

2732.066 	4 488 	1.643 	 33 191 	 124 	3.735 

	

1 516.875 	, 	13 062 	8.611 	 49 077 	1 033 	21.049 

	

i 312.519 	83 261 	36.004 	43 606 	2 755 	63.179 

	

4 720.876 	43 161 	9.143 	70 539 	4 421 	62.675 

' 

" 

	

1053.797 	11 591* 	2.442 	26 673 	 407 	6.963  

	

38955.389 	270 580 	6.946 	555 863 	10846 	19.512 

• 1n addition to  P.  & D expenditures in the miscellaneous monufacturing sector, these totals include R & D expenditures in all the above sectors which are denoted with an 

"rte. Hence the ratios "R &  D  expenditures per $1 000 sales" have as their base, the sales of these sectors as well as the sales of the miscellaneous sector. 

ulniS, 1967 Annual Census of Manufacturer:, Preliminary Bulletin, No. 31-208P. Table 2, pages 3-4. Value of shipments of goods of own manufacturers  lias  been used 

ProxY for sales. 

uDBS, Industrial Research & Development Expenditures in Canada, 1967, No. 13-532. T'able 4, page 31. 
Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census, Statistical Absttuct of the United States, 1969, Table 1109, pages 716-721. Value of shipments Inn been used as a 

proxy for sales. 

drqsr, Research & Develo•unent In hidustry, 1967, No. 69-28. Table 22, page 44. 	• 
Notes: U.S. figures for E kJ: D include essentially the same costs es are included in the Canadian figures for current intramural expenditures. The only difference in Inc  

sets of figures is that  the  U.S. Figures include depreciation and overhead, whereas the Canadian figures do not. 

So that Du- Canadian and U.S. figures would be comparable, depreciation and overhead were abstracted from the U.S. figures. In Table 22 of the NSF publication, It 

cats are broken down into wages, materials and supplies, and other costs (sce sample questionnaire on page 98 and explanation of questionnaire on pages  103 ta 105). 

Therefore, the figures for the U.S. were arrived at by subtracting other costs from total R & D costs. 

Source: Science Council, Special Study No. 22 
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these transfers or to trans-country corporate rationalization of production 

increases the amount of interfering 'noise' in our data and reduces the 

precision of our statistical tests. 

2. A Review of the Assumptions  

Computer service bureaus have grown rapidly in Canada since 1965, their 

output being services provided to other industries including the manufacturing 

industry. It is not known what proportion of manufacturing information costs 

is contracted out to service bureaus but whatever its importance, the cost 

does not appear in the value-added figures. As a result, the statistical 

data will tend to underestimate the amount of information input to manufacturing 

and this could account for a portion of the fall in the information work 

share shown by the data. In terms of the production function estimations 

this bias could possibly exaggerate the size of the other factors. Depending 

on the importance of this "value-added bias", the separability results can 

be affected by an unknown degree. Since the impact of this bias is likely to 

be pronounced, if at all, for only the latest few years, we assume the impact 

does not harm our conclusions of Chapter IV. 

In the regression analysis we make three important assumptions regarding 
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the manufacturing sector needed to facilitate our research;namely, constant 

retuns.to  scale, Hicks neutral technological change, and price taking behaviour. 

Returns to scale is a concept which applies to the static production 

function independently of assumptions about technological progress. Under 

constant returns to scale and price taking behaviour (and free entry) no 

above-normal profits in the industry are possible in the long run. Clearly, 

then, the assumptions are very restrictive and have been subjected to much 

attack. The validity of the assumption of constant returns depends very much 

on the demand for manufactured goods being far in excess of the capacity of a 

few individual plants. For Canada, in steel and the automobile industry at 

the very least, this is far from the actual situation. Admittedly the 

foreign markets for Canadian manufacturing industry goods broadens the base of 

demand, but only for those specialized goods which are not imported in equal 

measure. 

The obvious course in this exercise is to test if the production function 

exhibits any scale phenomenon, and if so, whether increasing or constant. At 

this stage, being short both of time and . degrees of fieedom for such a test, 

we take the modest view that constant returns to scale is.the least harmful 

assumption pending further information. Yet clearly a more careful 

investigation of pricing behaviour and Scale economies, and the 

impact that a misspecification of these may have on the regression results, 

is warrented. 

Over the sample period much technological change has taken place, at 
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different pace in different industries. The assumption adopted for total 

Canadian manufacturing is that technical improvement is factor augmenting* 

and at an equal rate for all factors. This again is a severe restriction, 

this time on the direction in which technical improvements take place, for we 

are saying that the productivity of all factors improved at the same rate. The 

analytical implication of having both the technical progress assumption and 

the constant returns to scale assumption is that all observations over 

inputs relate to a single isoquant. That is, according to these assumptions 

the observations in our data set, on quantity and prices of factors, reflect 

movements along a representative isoquant. 

When many factors enter the analysis, the supposition of equal factor 

augmentation rapidly loses its appeal. We can justifiably feel uneasy about 

supposing the productivity of constructicin services to improve at the same 

rate as information work, for example. 

There is no pretending that our èstimates of production.function parameters 

give a clear and accurate image of production. The pollution and gaps in the 

data as well as the restrictions we impose on the'functional specification 

will ensure 	that the image will 	be very imperfect. However 

we are interested in the broader aspect of production techniques, separability, 

and of what can be learned from information accounts. Our polluted data is our 

approximation to such accounts for manufacturing. Our production specification 

with its confining assumptions will likely not be too dissimilar to what %at:mid 

be applied on "ideal" information accouts. Thus our final results may prove 

*Factor augmentation refers to the change in efficiency, with which inputs are 
able to produce a given output. Such improvements in efficiency can follow from 
improved machines, better education or skill levels, or improved management 
techniques and practices. 
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to resemble those obtained with the help of ideal accounts, since the analytical 

IIlimitations will tie common to both. Hence reservations about the applicability of, 

or the confidence to be had in, the results, must also apply to what can be expecte 

a like analysis from information accounts. 

11 3. The Two Data Sets and Estimated Production Functions  

We mentioned earlier of independent statistical estimations made on two 	11 

production functions, one where machinery and equipment in undifferentiated 

11 
as to information or noninformation use, and the other where this differentiation 

is made. The first stage, being easier in terms of data preparation, acted 

as a trial study which was undertaken prior to the difficult second estimation 

task. Time series observations over the period 1948-1973 on total Canadian 

manufacturing provided the data base for the first production function. The 

estimated parameters of this function gives us a rough average indication of 

the flexibility there existed in the »manufacturing sector as a whole for 

shifting the mix of information and noninformation labour, M&E services and 

construction services in response to factor price changes. As we will see in 

the following chapter the flexibility is indeed there, but by virtue of the 

use of time series there is no telling if the substitution between inputs 

which acutally took place did so partial at the same  machines and  within the 

same structures or wholly because  of the introduction of new capital goods 

and new labour skills. The parameters are also silent on how long a time' 

it takes to produce the adjustiment of input employments planned by 



Figure 3  
Division 5 — Manufacturing Industries  page 29 

Major GtetuP I —Food and Iteventge Industries 

101 	Meat and Poultry Products Industries 
102 	Fish Products Industry 
103 	Fruit and Vegetable Processing Industries 
104 	Dairy Prociiicts Industry 
105 	Flour and Breakfast Cereal Products Industry 
106 	Feed Industry 

107 	Bakery Products Industries 
108 	Miscellaneous Food Industries 
109 	Beverage Industries 

Major  GrouP 2—Tobacco Products Industries 

151 Leaf Tobacco Processors 

153 Tobacco Products Manufacturers 

Major  Gratin 3—Rubber and Plastics Products Industries 

162 	Rubber Products Industries 

165 	Plastics Fabricating Industrr. n.e.s. 

Major Grow 4— Leather Industries 

172 Leather Tanneries 

174 Shoe Factories 

175 Leather Glove Factories 

179 Luggage, Handbag and Small Leather Goods Manu-
facturers 

Major Group 5—Textile Industries 

181 	Cotton Yarn and Cloth Mills 
182 Wool Yarn and Cloth Mills 

183 	Man-made Fibre. Yarn and Cloth Mills 
Isa Cordage and Twine IndustrY 
185 	Felt and Fibre Processint Mills 
186 	Carpet. Mat and Rug Industry 
167 Canvas Products, and Cotton and Jute Bags Industries 
188 	Automobile Fabric Accessories Industry 

189 	Miscellaneous Textile Industries 

Major GrouP 6—Knittint Mills 

231 	Hosiery Mills 

239 	Knitting Mills (except Hosiery Mills) 

Major Group 7—Clothine Industries 

243 	Men's Clothing Industries 
244 	Women's Clothing Industries 

245 	Children's Clothing Industry 

246 	Fur Goods Industry 

248 Foundation Garment Industry 

249 	Miscellaneous Clothing Industries 

Major  Group 8— Wood Industries • 

251 	Sawmills, Planing Mills and Shinele Mills 
252 	Veneer and Plywood Mills 

254 	Sash. Door and Other Millwork Plants 

256 Wooden Box Factories 

258 	Coffin and Casket Industry 
259 Miscellaneous Wood Industries 

Major Group 9—Furniture and Fixture Industries 

261 	Household Furniture Manufacturers 

264 	Office Furniture Manufacturers 

266 	Miscellaneous Furniture and Fixtures Manufacturers 

268 	Electric Lamp,and Shade Manufacturers 

Major Group 10—Paper and Allied Industries 

271 	Pulp and Paper Mills 

272 	Asphalt Roofing Manufacturers 

373 Paper Box and Bag ManufacturerS 

274 Miscellaneous Paper Converters 

Major Gf OUP 11 —Prinlinc. Publishing and Allied Indus-

tries 

286 	Commercial Printing 

287 	Platemaking. Typesetting and Trade Bindery Industry 

388 	Publishing Only  

289 	Publishing and Printint  

mope Grim 12 — Primary Mrtal Industries 

291 	Iron and Steel Mills 
292 	Steel Pipe and Tube Mills 

294 	Iron Foundries 

295 	Srnelting and Refining 

296 	Aluminum Rolling. Casting and Extruding 

297 	Copper and Copper Alloy Rolling. Casting 

298 	Metal Rolling. Casting and Extruding, n.e.s. 

Major Group 13—Metal Fabricating Industries (except Ma- 
chinery and Transportation Equipment Industries) 

301 	Boiler and Plate Works 

302 	Fabricated Structural Metal Industry 

303 	Ornamental and Architectural Metal Industry 

304 	Metal Stamping. Pressing and Coating Industry 

305 	̀Aire and Wire Products Manufacturers 

306 	Hardware. Tool and Cutlery Manufacturers 

307 	Heating Equipment Manufacturers 

309 Machine ShoPs 
309 	miscellaneous Metal Fabricating Industries 

Major  GrouP 14 —Machinery Industries (except Electrical 

Machinery) 

311 	Agricultural Implement Industry 

315 	Miscellaneous Ntachinery and Equipment Manufacturers 

316 	Commercial Refrigeration and Air Conditioning Equip- 

ment Manufacturers 

318 	Office and Store Machinery Manufacturers 

Major Group 15—Transportation Equipment Indu:stries 

321 	Aircraft and Aircraft Parts Manufacturers 

323 	Motor Vehicle Manufacturers 

324 	Truck Body and Trailer Manufacturers 

325 	Motor Vehicle Parts and Accessoriea Manufacturers 

326 	Railroad Rolling Stock Industry 

327 	Shipbuilding and Repair 

328 	Boatbuilding and Repair 

329 	Miscellaneous Vehicle Manufacturera 

Major Group 16—Electrical Prnducts Industries 

• 331 	Manufacturers of Small Electrical Appliances 

332 	Manufacturers of Major Appliances (Electric and Non- 

Electricl 

333 	Manufacturers of Lighting Fixtures 

334 	Manufacturers of Household Radio and Television Re- 

ceivers 

335 	Communications Equipment Manufacturers 

336 	Manufacturers of Electrical Industrial Equipment 

338 	Manufacturers of Electric Wire and Cable 

339 	Manufacturers of Miscellaneous Electrical Products 

• 
Major Group 17 —Non-Nletallic Mineral Products Industries 

351 	Clay •Products Manufacturers 

352 	Cement !Manufacturers 

353 	Stone Products Manufacturers 

354 	Concrete Products Manufacturers 

355 	Ready-Mix Concrete Manufacturers 

356 	Glass and Glass Products Manufacturers 

357 	Abrasives Manufacturers 

358 	Lime Manufacturers 

359 	Miscellaneous Non-Metallic Mineral Products Industries 

Major Group 18—Petroleum and Coal Products Industries 

365 	Petroleum Refineries 

369 	Miscellaneous Petroleurn and Coal Products Industries 

Major  Group 19—Chemical and Chemical Products Indus-

tries 

312 	Manufacturers of Mixed Ferttltzers 

373 	Manufacturers of Plastics and Synthetic Resins 

374 	Manufacturers of Pharmaceuticals and Medicines 

375 	Paint and Varnish Manufacturers 

376 	Manufacturers of Soap and Cleaning Compounds 

377 	Manufacturers of Tntlet Prerarations 

378 	Manufacturers of Industrial Chemtcals 

379 	Miscellaneous Chemical Industries 

and Extruding 

Major Group 20 ,311meellanenus Manufacturing Industries 
•-• 	• 

391 	Scientific and PrIfessional Equipment Industries 

392 	Jewellery and Silverware Industry 

393 	Sportifs Gond'  and Tor Industries major groups 6 and 7 are combined 
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manufacturing firms following changes in wage rates, capital prides and rentals. 

11 
A further result, on which we will report fully later, shows a separation between 

information and non-information labour as well as a different response in the 

employment of each to a change in the amount of M&E laid down and in place. 

However, We are unable to preceive the impact of changes in information 

capital using this approach, a task which required a suitable disaggregation of 

M&E. 'Encouraged by the results obtained using the time series data, we 

proceeded to the difficult preparation of information and noninformation 

capital data for the second part of this study.. 

Whereas the first stage used 26 annual observations to estimate a , 

production function for total manufacturing in Canada, in the second stage 

we have a short time series for a cross-section of major manufacturing industry 

• 
divisions. The 19 divisions are shown in figure 3, and for each we use annual 

observations covering the years 1967-1971. This data thus gives us 19 x 5= 95 

observations with which to estimate a 'representative' major division in 

manufacturing. 

This second approach offers us greater opportimities to study information 

activities in manufacturing but also brings additional problems. For example, 

by pooling cross-section and time series data we gain e wealth of observation 

points relative to before, but these points belong to very different industries 

rather than to some unobserved representatie industry. A partial correction - 

for the difference between industries has been made but some loss in statistical 

'degrees of freedom' is incurred thereby. This discussion is presented in more 

1 

1 

1 

1 
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precise fashion in section 4. The reader less interested in the technical 

aspects of regression analysis can skip that section without loss of continuity. 

4. Theoretical Model and Stochastic Specification  

Two production functions are estimated, one for total manufacturing and 

the other for a representative industry within manufacturing, but we use the 

.same specification of technology in both instances. The functional form used 

to represent technical conditions of production has a single output expressed 

as an exponential function whose exponent is a second order polynomial in the 

logarithm of the input quantities. Under the assumption that technical change 

takes place at a constant rate which is the same for all production factors
15 

we write 

Y = AF(HI,  FIN, KI, KN, C) 

where 

Y = output 

A = rate of factor augmentation 

'HI = information labour hours of employment 

FIN  = noninformation labour hours of employment 

KI = information machinery and equipment services 

KN = noninformation machinery and equipment services . 

C = construction services 

The translog function in both instances is taken to be an approximation 

to the true structure of production technology fitted at the mid-point of 	. 

• the. observations.  
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The M&E components are merged into a single aggregate, denoted as E , in the 

total manufacturing production function where the time series data does not 

permit a separation into components. Write 

ln Y - ln A = ln F 

where ln refers to the exponential logarithm, and we specify 

1 
2 i 	ij 	

x. 

The indices i and j run over the relevant set of inputs. 

	

i,j = 1,2,...,4 	for total manufacturing 

	

= 1;2,...,5 	for representative industry 

By virtue of the assumption of constant returns we have the following 

imposed conditions on the parameters: 

Ea. = 1 	E y . . = 0 	 for all j . 
1 1 	1 1 3 

TO these are added the symmetry conditions 

y .. = 13 Y31 

' 	
OF 

	

ax. 	ax.' 	ax. 	ax. 

	

3 	1 	i 	3 

The first order efficiency conditions for profit maximizations under price taking 

behaviour are 

aAF Pi 
— = — 
ax p 

, all i,j, 

corresponding to the property 

all 

1 

1 

• 1 



p.x. 
11  	aln F  

PAF 	aln x. 
1 

all i . 
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• 

where pi  are the factor service prices and p is the output price. Since 

	

aln AF 	aln F  

	

aln x. 	am n x. 

	

1 	1 

wa can write 

The left hand side is the share of production costs taken by the factor x. 
1 

denoted by mxi  . Thus we have the factor share equations complete with 

random disturbance terms, u. 
1U 

, all i mx. 	.  Œ.  + E y.. lnx. + u. 
lu 	1 	• 13 	3u 	lu  

U  run over observations. 

Since 	E mx. = 1, E a
i 
= 1, E y., = 0 , each factor share equation can be 

i 	1 	1 17 

expressed in terms of the others. Because' of this, one equation is deleted 

from the estimation system in order to avoid the presence of a singular variance-

convariance matrix. The random disturbances are assumed to be bcith contemporaneously 

and temporally uncorrelated. 

We regard the autocorrelation problem in the time series estimation as the 
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most important and accordingly allow for first order autocorrelation by 

assuming the disturbances are generated by the autoregressive scheme uit  

I 

u. = p. u. 	+ e 
it 	1 1t-1 	it  

t= 2,...,T 

where for each i the random variables e
it 
 are assumed to be normally and 

independently distributed with zero mean and constant variance. In 

this specification there will be a single autocorrelation coefficient with each 

regression equation. 

Because the estimation involving pooled data is based on observations of 

a cross-section of industries over a five year period we should make allowance for 
II 

the fact that not all the 19 industries have identical technological 

structures. We assumed that these differences between the industries would 

principally show up in their factor shares and this feature is embodied in 

the factor share equations by allowing the intercept term to vary from industry 

to industry. In conformity with the 'covariance model' for pooled data the 

same dummy variables were added to each equation to represent the deviation 

of industry value shares from the 0.11.evel. So as to maintain degrees of 

freedom industries were grouped for this . purpose into 5 sections. For each 

of the 4 requirements equations we have 

= a. 

 

• 

•• 
91n x. 	-FE 	u 

mxidt 	• a. 	.E 	£=1. 	et ]=1 .  

i= 1,2,3,4 

•1 

1 

1 

t= 1967,..., 1971 x.= quantity of factor i 

mx.= value share of x. 
1 	 3. 

i = 1, 2, 3, 4 

t = 1967, ..., 1971 



D = dummy variable ( =1 for section 4 o otherwise). 

The method of sectioning the industries consisted of examining the 

tracking of all four value shares by the equation system estimated without 

dummies. In this fashion out-lying industries were identified by the 

unusual gaps existing between the actual value share.and the plotted one. 

Certain industries were conspicuous for the poor tracking performance over 

all value shares in all five years of observations. Industries were grouped 

according to the simularity of their deviation from the fitted shares obtained 

from the regressions. The actual and fitted plots of value shares appear in 

the appendices. 

The parameter estimates were obtained in two ways. One method 

consisted of maximizing the concentrated likelihood function eith respect 

to the coefficients a., y j 
 and (St taking into account the symmetry 

i 

restrictions, and, when included, other constraints imposed by separability 

conditions. Computations were carried out using the full information 

maximum likelihood program in the Time Series Processing package. The other 

method involved the 'seemingly unrelated equations' approach available in 

the LSQ program of the T.S.P. package. Both methods give almost identical 

results, and hence only the latter are reported. 
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One final subject that remains to be raised concerns the rate 

at which factor inputs are utilized. The flow of services taken 

from a given stock of any input can vary from year to year and from 

one industry to the next. The work force, for example, due to 

strikes and lockouts, equipment breakdown, etc., can be employed 

but idle, and not yielding any services. At the other extreme, 

in the upswing of a production cycle, a given work force may be 

utilized relatively more intensively through overtime work or 

piece work. Capital obviously experiences fluctuating intensities 

of use owing to the fixed nature of plant and machinery and equip-

ment. Again during periods of strike or lockouts, capital lies 

idle and no services are drawn from the stock although it continues 

to be an expense and suffer from deterioration. At other times . 

machinery and plant can be worked at full intensity, dangerously 

near the point of breakdown. We see therefore there exists in 

practice a wide range of rates over which services are drawn from 

stock, rates which are capable of large fluctuations. The more 

fixed factor, capital in particular, will experience greater 

changes in the rate of utilization while the variable factor, most 

particularly ununionized workers without special or scarce skills, 

will be utilized at a more constant rate as hiring and layoffs 

may occur according to the movements of business demand. Salaried 

workers and those protected by union contracts most likely show 

characteristics of a 'quasi-fixed' factor, which is far from being 

perfectly variable but does not take as long as does capital to 
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adjust to the optimum level following changes in demand. 

However we have no empirical measure for any under-utilization 

of labour. We can only assume that manhours worked is a reasonable 

direct measure of labour services, and thus the question of a 

measure for the utilization rate does not arise. On the other 

hand, we do not have a direct measure of capital services and we 

consequently made the assumption that services are proportional 

to the level of stocks. Clearly, in light of our discussion on 

fluctuating utilization rates, this is a pretty rough assumption 

to maintain. Fortunately we do have measures (quarterly by 

industry) of capacity utilization, u, and this is taken as pro-

portional to the rate at which each unit of capital stock is 

utilized. The rate of utilization is assumed to apply to all 

capital commodities equally so that capital services are propor- 

tional to u K. 	where ujt 
is the capacity utilization rate for 

jt ljt' 

industry j in year t and Kiit  is the ith capital commodity type 

(construction, information M & E, noninformation M & E) employed 

in industry j in year t. 

Finally, if we supposed it were appropriate to adjust all 

factors services in each industry by the same capacity utiliza-

tion measure then in practice no adjustment need by made. This is 

so by virtue of the constant returns to scale assumption. Thus 

regression estimates based on data untreated for utilization rates 

correspond to the above supposition and does not preclude variable 

rates of utilization of inputs. 

In the time series regression for total manufacturing the 

latter assumption is maintained (owing to insufficient number of 
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years of observation on utilization rates). In the representative 

industry approach capital services are adjusted by utilization 

rates as this gave a better fit than did the regression without 

such adjustment. 
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4. INDICATED RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS  

1. Total Manufacturing.Estimates  

The aggregate  production structure for"total manufacturing in Canada in terms 

of four inputs - information labour, non-information labour, machinery and 

equipment and construction - is satisfactorily explained by a translog 

specification fitted over the 26 data observations ( Table 2 ). All parameters 

show numerical values significantly different from zero as is indicated in 

Table 3. This result is conditional on two significant assumptions; constant 

return to scale and technical change with equal factor augmentation, in which 

all four factors improve their respective productivity equally over the years. 

The production structure does not simplify in the sense that some factors 

of production do not affect the share of some other input. All factors play 

a role in determining the share of revenue spent on each factor. This conclusion 

that no 	coefficients vanish is statistically tested through the maximum 

likelihood technique. 	Also the graphs of the actual and estimated 

cost shares under the several hypotheses that some of all such cross terms are 

zero suggest that all the hypotheses should indeed be rejected. Moreover, the 

point estimates of the substitution elasticities are not inconsistent with this 

conclusion. 

The separa,Umn of various combinations of inputs from other combinations 

has also been tested, the one of leading interest being, of course, the separation 

of information labour from other inputs. No such separation was found to exist, 

nor any other possible separation. In particular there is no support for the 
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Table 2. 	Nonseparable Translog Function Total Manufacturiu  

HN 	LN 
Information Labour Share MHI =

I 
+ y

II 
ln(---) + y

IN 
ln(---) + yIE ln(--) C 

R - Squared = .7699 

Durbin - Watson Statistic = 1.0423 

Sum of Squared Residuals = .000631 

HI 
Noninformation Labour Share MHN =

N 
+ y

IN 
ln(—) + y

NN 
ln(

.11 
+ y 	ln(--) 

NE 	C 

R Squared ..6581 

Durbin - Watson Statistic = 1.2655 

Sum of Square Residuals = .001408 

HI 	HN 
ME = ŒE + y

IE 	
+ 

NE 
 y ln(---) 	

EE 
y 	ln(--) 

C 

R - Squared = ;5597 

Durbin - Watson Statistic = .4756 

Sum of'Squared Residuals = .005252 

Log of Likelihood function = 318.5 

The above equations are associated with the following production function: 

	

2 	 2 

	

a1nC +Yii (ln HI) 	
• / 

21nF = a ilnHI + a ll  lnHN + aE lnE + 	+ YNN (ln HN)
2 

+ YEE (ln E) + c   

ycc(1nC)2 + 21nHI (y iNlnHN + y iE  ln E + yelnC) + 21nHN (ym inE ...± ye lnC)__+ 2yEt in IC 

M&E Share 



Standard 
-2 

Parameters 	Es«Èimates 	Error X 10 
 

t-statistic - 

Table 3 

Table .3 parameter Estimates for Nonseparable Translog Function: 

Total Manufacturing 

a 	.1936 	. 	.087 	222.2 
• 

aN 	.3183 	.150 	212.5 	. 

aE 	.2746 	.295 	93.2 

	

.2135 	.202 	105.5 a
C  

Y
II 	

.1432 	‘ 	.340 	42.2 

Y 	-.1532 	.382 	- 40.1 
IN 

Y
IE 	

-.0392 	.645 	- 6.1. 

Y IC 	.0492 	. 	.952 	5.2 

Y 	.1752 	.512 	34.2 
NN 

Y 	.0429 	.715 	6.0 
NE 

'NC 	-.0649 	.883 	- 7.4 

YEE 	
.1726 	1.94 	8.9 

YEC 	-.1763 	.622 	- 6.7 

"CC 	
.1920 	4.05 	4.7 
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usual practice of grouping labour into a single aggregate and grouping capital 

into a second aggregate. The parameter contraints associated with each test 

and the log of the likelihood function can be found in table 4.. The level 

of disaggregation adopted in this work is likely the least necessary for studies 

of manufacturing in which the structural form of the production function is 

important as in, for example, simulation studies. In the appendix it is argued 

that even this degree of disaggregation is too meager for a conclusive study 

Iand, as suggested in the introduction, machinery and equipment should be subdivide 

into information and non-information components. 

The production function is well behaved for all observation years for 

IIit possesses the important properties of monotonicity, that is, positive marginal 

productivity for all inputs, and convexity. Strong necessary conditions for the 

IIlatter property are negative values for all own substitution elasticities and it 

is found that these conditions d6 in fact hold over all years, for all own 

elasticities. Thus, fittingly, the demand schedule for each factor of production 

is downward sloping. 

2. Elasticities and Responses to Irice Changes 

The Allen elasticity-  -of substitution ( AES) offers a measure of the technical 

trade-off or substitution between input services for a fixed level of output. The' 

estimates provide an indication of the direction in which 

factor demand will be affected by relative factor price changes under 

fixed outpu .é.. 	Unfortunately we  do. not possess .directAES estimates 

but the elasticities for the  epoint of the series can be calculated using the 



3. 	[(HI,HN),(E,C)] 

( 299.0 ) 

Production  activities 
separate from others 

aggregate'labour- 
aggregate capital 

5. 	[(HI,C),HN,E] 

( 268.9 ) 
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Table 4.  Testing for Separability: Total Manufacturing  

The hypothesized aggregation of inputs ià denoted by parentheses which 
group the symbols denoting those inputs belonging to the aggregate. Thus 

UN),  E, Cl signifies the separation of labour from the capital inputs, 
i.e. the aggregation of labour. 

Type of separation 
(log of likelihood) 	Description 	Nonlinear constraints on parameters 

1. 	[(HI,HN,E), C] 

( 279.3 	) 

Construction 
YYN 	) 	Y  services separate 	II . 9  "IN + N 	NE 	IN - Y IE,  

from other inputs 
a 

E 
+Y 	+.Y 

1EE
N 

LN 	NN 	N 
- Y

IE 
- Y

NE 

2. 	[(HN,E),HI,C] 

( 269.5 ) 

a
E 

Y = -i;;Y IE a IN 

a 

Y = —
E 
 (Y +Y  ) - Y 

EE 	Ci 

 N 
NN 	NE 	NE 

a 
y = — y 

NE al  IE 

Y
IE

• I 
-Y

II 
= Y + 	(1 - ci -a)  

IN a 

YIE%  
-Y  =Y 	 (1 - a

i 
 

NN 	IN 	Œ
I 

a 
E 

a 
4. [HI,(HN,E,C)] 	• Information labour 

= — 
separated 	

Y 
UE a 	IN 

( 260.1 	) IN • 
- Y - — 

,., 
- ) 

I' 	a 
• 

Information labour and  
construction services 
separate from other 
inputs 

Y IN 

YNN = YNE — ( 1  -. N 	Ea  - ) a  

YIE 
a

N 
- aE

) E 	a 
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Table 4. (continued) 

6. 	[(HI,C),(HN,E)] 

( 260.0 )  

a
N 

a
N , 

-YNN = YNE - a nt  NE YEE ) II 

y
IE

(1 - a
N 

-  ŒE )  
Œ1  

YNE YEE 
- 	= 

aggregate information work 
with construction v. production 
activity 

Y = 	Y IN Ç IE 

The test is formulated as follows: The null hypothesis corresponds to one of the 
saparability situations above, while the alternative hypothesis in every case 
corresponds to the unconstrained equation system. It is a well known statistical 
fact that for large  samples,  minus  twice the log of the ratio of likelihood 
functions (associated with the null and alternative hypotheses) is distributed as 
X2  with degrees of freedom equal to the number of constraints. Thus our test 
consists of finding if the calculated X 2  lie in the critical region outside the 
.95 probability interval. If so, the null hypothesis is rejected; otherwise it 
is accepted. 

The separability constraints apply to a production structure for 

which the translog function is an approximation located about the 1961 

observation. 
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parameter estimates and values of relative shares in costs; the details of 

the derivation are given in part II. 

The values for the Allen elasticities of substitution are given in 

Table 5. In fact, they all appear rather large in light of other studies. 

One point of agreement with similar studies is the substantial degree of 

substitutability in Canadian and U.S. manufacutring between production 

and non-production workers, which are close to our two types of labour, 

non-information and information workers respectively. While it is true 

our data base is somewhat different, the uniformity in the studies indicate 

an important structural characteristic in manufacturing processes. 

However, with respect to the sign of the elasticities between the labour 

types and capital, our time series results do not agree with the U.S. 

studies, although the pooled data estimates do have this agreement with 

the U.S. results. 

The time series results tell us that a rise in the price of one type of labour 

will 
induce greater employment in the other type, with output constant. Much more 

interesting, however, is the impact on employment of a change in capital services 

price. With no change in output, a fall in the price of M&E services will have 

an adverse effect on non-information employment and at the same time will 

strengthen information employment. This differential effect of M&E on the two 

labour types forcefully indicates the inconsistency of aggregating labour, since 

the two labour components react diametrically opposite to changes in the M&E 

stock or prices. As the signs in the elasticities signify, the reaction of labour 



TABLE 5  

Allen Elasticities of Substitution  

Total Canadian Manufacturing  

1961 

-50.0 

30.5 

-28.8 

37.0 

-21.2 

20.4 

-22.3 

-16.6 

17.0 

-22.2 

= information labour 

N = non-information labour 

E = machinery and equipment 

C construction 

a
II 

a
IN 

a
IE 

a
IC 

a 
NN 

a
NE 

a
NC 

a
EE 

a
EC 

a 
CC 



to construction services is the reverse to that for M&E. A fall in the price 

of construction services will affect the employment of the two labour types 

in the opposite direction to the effect produced by a fall in the service price 

of M&E. 

Regarding the two components of capital we find them to be as highly 

substitutable as was found for the two types of labour. But because of their 

differential relationship with the two labour types a consistent capital 

aggregate may not exist, and hence their separation from the labour inputs cannot 

be held to be true, as we discovered through statistical tests. 

The regression results reveal a particular technical relationship to hold 

between the various inputs, thus reflecting a specific structure of technology. 

This structure is in agreement with the following intuitive picture of the 

. manufacturing process. Firstly, production is not in accordance with the fixed 

coefficient technology whereby, invariably all factors are employed in a 

fixed ratio. According tobur results, for each level of output machines can 

displace production workers as a consequence of factor price changes which 

makes machines relatively cheaper to use. On the other hand, it is true that 

with output.increasing and prices in fixed ratio, employment will increase in 

a fixed ratio by virtue.  of our constant returns to scale assumption. However, 

the historical fact is that the factor price ratios have undergone significant 

changes over the observation period, and these developments must be taken into 

account in modelling production processes. 

Secondly, more machines per unit of output appears to be accompanied by 

increased information employment. The reason for this phenomenon may lie in 
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the greater demand for professionals required to service and manage the machinery 
11 

 

and equipment. The fact that the displacement of production workers implies 

less payroll administration does not seem to.affect administrative work to the 	Il 

IIextent of offsetting the prevailing trend. We might guess from these remarks that 

personnel administration is relatively insensitive to fluctuations in the 

industry's work force but the employment patterns exhibited by the sub-aggregate II 

industries within manufacturing vary to the extent it makes it hard to have 

confidence in any interpretations of direct causality underlying the aggregate 	11 

complementarily - substitution effects. 	
I/ The role of construction services appear rather surprising in this context. 

IIPerhaps it cost less to shelter and provide ancillary facilities for machines 	, 

than for production worker, at least this is what we can gather from construction 

services' substitubility with M&E and its complementarily with noninformation 	Il 

or production workers. Also construction services substitutes for information 

labour, a fact which is hard to rationalize purely in causative terms. Maybe 

I/ this is a phenomenon characteristic of the aggregate function and one that fails 

to emerge with the same consistently at the sub-aggregate level of the major industry 

groups. This is a point of comparison to which we shall return when discussing th11 
results for the representative industry production function. It may also be due 

rilto the fact we were unable to assign construction to information and noninformatio 

functions.

11 
. 

The outcome  for, the  regression analysis is a well-behaved, constant returns 	' 

IIto scale production function which shows no sign of a technology which separates ' 

inputs. The equivalent conclusion that every factor affects every other factor's 

I/ 
cost share means, for one thing, that the productivity of information labour is 

responsive to the level of employment of other factors. 
II 



3. Information Worker's Productivity  

In his work on the information economy, Porat presented•the interesting 

conclusion that U.S. information work has experienced a steady secular decline 

in productivity since the 1930s. Using input-output tables, Porat made his 

analysis by aggregating all information outputs and all information inputs 

for each of the census years that the table was available. The ratio of the 

aggregate "real" output to the value of the secondary information input he 

called information productivity, and this was calculated for the years 

1929-1974. 

This measure is not entirely in keeping with the statistical tradition 

of measuring productivity. In Canada, labour productivity for each major 

industry group is published as the ratio of real value-added output to 

employment or to manhours . worked, the second being recognized as a better 

alternative. 

This readily understood and appealing measure has severe conceptual 

shortcomings, not least of which is its imprecision of meaning. The chief 

problem is that changes in the productivity measure could well be due to 

causes other than changes in the level of employment of the factor in question. 

Developments in capital, in the employment of a second category of labour, and 

changes in the overall production function will each affect the evolution of 

information labour productivity. Thus, the fact that more of one type of labour 

is being employed per unit of output does not necessarily draw one'to the 

conclusion that each worker is contributing less to production. It can well 
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be that the greater employment of information work is the result of saving 

one the use of other factor inputs, perhaps because the productivity of the 

latter has fallen into relative decline! In terms of policy action, very 

little weight can be placed on an output to input ratio measure of productivity. 

However, Porat's productivity measure has even less validity than that 

possessed by the real output to real input ratio. Despite the author's use 

of the term "real" output it is applied in a sense different from the usual 

economic meaning of a value deflated by an appropriate price index. As is 

evident from Porat's figure 9.3 and the related text, his productivity measure 

is in terms of dollar output to dollar input. The "real" aspect of GNP 

consists in removing the element of measured output attributed to "nonproductive" 

information work. In the appendix we present a procedure for extending  the 

present research to a productivity study, but for the present let us translate 

the method used by Porat to our analysis. 

Thus, in keeping with Porat's framework, "real output" . is here defined as 

total value-added of manufacturing production in Canada, in our notation 

py , where p and y are respectively price and quantit iriicei  of outrrat, 

less expenditure on information labour. 
pI.xI 

, where p
I 

and x
I 

are 

. respectively price and quantity indices of information labour, 

Then in our notation, 

PY - PIxI 

PI
X
I 

Productivity of  I 7 

1 
or 1 productivity of I = 	, where MHI is the share of information 

MHI 

labour in cost. 
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, By this-definition, the information labour share in costs provides all 

information on the productivity of information I . We dan therefore immediately 

conclude that the state of employment of the other factors will have a direct 

impact on the productivity level, as defined by Porat, since the cost share 

equations do not exclude the presence of any factor. 

The graph in Figure 3 also does not bear out the same trend obtained by 

Porat. For manufacturing we find a general tendency for an improvement in 

information work productivity since the late 1950s and early 1960s. A bold 

interpretation of this trend could be to attribute this event to the 

introduction of computers. However, a more suitable measure of productivity 

is needed before we can draw any reasoned conclusions. 
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4. The 'Representative' Sub-industry Production Function Estimates  

In contrast to the time series study we now consider the effect 

of distinguishing between information capital and non-information capital. 

In this study of the 'representative' industry within total manufacturing 

we are enabled to examine if the structure of technology agrees with 

information accounting. With this object in view, we apply our regression 

estimates to the set of four hypotheses, namely, aggregation of information 

activities, aggregation of non-information activities, aggregation of labour 

and finally, aggregation of machinery and equipment. The first aggregation 

hypothesis deals with the information accounts question, as in a way does 

the second since it is complementary to the first test. The third and 

fourth tests, if affirmative would provide counter evidence to the view that 

manufacturing technology sharply separates information and non-information 

activities. 

With only five years of observations available we increased the 

number of observations by taking a cross-section of 19 major industry groups 

within manufacturing. The resulting 95 observations are conceived as being 

observations on five years of production by a fictitions representative or 

average industry. Consequently the estimated parameter values do not describe 

the technology of any one of the 19 industries, but instead they offer a 

description of a fictitions average technology. The response to any policy 

or price change that may be simulated by way of such parameters again represent 

some average for the entire industry. 

The 19  industries  feature a wide variance in capital-labour 

ratios and production techniques. These differences in structure show in the 

variation in the factor shares from industry to industry. Ideally, these 

differences should not be too wide for regression purposes and an attempt has 
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been made to identify the worst cases of 'out-liers' and to compensate for 

them with dummies variables for the offending industry groups. Details of 

the procedure is given in the previous section, but it should be 

noted here that all regressions were repeated with the dummies absent as a 

check on the robutness of the separability tests. It was deemed important to 

undertake this check since the inclusion of dummies and their effect on the 

statistical results do not exactly correspond to the theoretical concerns 

which lead to their use. The dummies undoubtedly lead to better fits, as is 

testified by the larger values for the maximum likelihood function, but 

the prodedure we use for their inclusion is unavoidably somewhat arbitrary by 

virtue of our choice of industry groupings. Several configurations of 

groups were tried and the one producing the best log likelihood figure was 

selected for reporting herein along with the regressions without dummy 

variables. 

The estimations obtained for the 'representative' industry within 

manufacturing are given in the 'Value Share. Equation Estimates' below where 

HI, HN, KI, KN, C refer to information labour, noninformation labour, 

information capital, noninformation capital and construction, respectively. 

The letter M refers to the marginal value share of revenue. Two sets of 

estimates have been obtained, to reflect different hypotheses regarding the 

rate of retirement of KI stocks, but only one is shown, corresponding to a 

uniform 10 year life. From the results we can see that any one factor of 

production experiences a fall in value share with an increase in employment 

of any other factor. All but two parameters have a numerical value significantly 

different from zero as can be inferred from the t-statistics in tableé. 

This indicates that the production structure belonging to the representative 
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industry for the manufacturing sector is satisfactorily explained by a translog 

specification fitted over 95 observations . The 19 industries comprising the 

cross-sectional observations are listed by title in figure 3 (page 29). together 

with the titles of their sub-components. Table 7 shows the factor share 

equation system, estimated by the method of Full Information Maximum Likelihood, 

as well as the equation statistics. 

f 
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Figure 4  

Value Share Equation Estimations (1967-1971)  

Parameter values are given to 3 decimal places. The symmetric matrix below 
contains the estimates for the yii parameters, i, j = 1,2,3,4. The ?15 y55  
parameters can be derived using tfie conditions given in section 3.3. The 
vector of parameters contain the estimates for ai, i=l,  ...,4. 

Estimated KI lifetime equal to 10 years for all industries. Life times for 
KN are taken from S.C. estimates. 
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All parameters are significantly different from zero at the 95% level, 
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.288 

.120 

L: 156.  j 

.307 

"Ma 

+.116 	-.094 	-.007 	-.opo 

+.127 	-.000 . -.012 

+.033 	-.033 

+. 143.1 

HI ln-c-- 

HN ln 7  

KI] 
ln -c-- 

KN --- C 

mg& 

All parameters are significantly different from zero at the 95% level, 
excepting 114 + y23 . 
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Y12 
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Y22 

Y23 

Y24 

133 

y34 

144 
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Table 6 - Parameter Estimates for Nonseparable Translog Function: 
Representative Industry 

a. With 4 Dummies  
Standard 

Parameters 	Estimates 	. .Errér x 10-2 t-statistic 

	

.30014 	.38797 	77.4 

	

.27941 	.69130 	40.4 

	

.12795 	.25129 	50.9 

	

.15550 	.77086 	20.2 

	

.11467 	.25035 	45.8 

	

-.09304 	.19901 	46.7 

	

.00672 	.12638 	-5.32 

	

.00360 	.23959 	-1.50 

	

.11867 	.33829 	35.1 

	

-.00170 	.09819 	-1.73 

	

-.00266 	.35398 	- .751 

	

.03751 	.10993 	34.1 

	

-.03614 	.16914 	-21.4 

	

.13822 	.49392 	28.0 

b. Without Dummies  

a 2 

CC3 

a4 

Yll 

Y'12 

Y13  

	

.30714 	.64625 	47.5 

	

.28820 	1.0089 	28.6 

	

.12005 	.3625 	33.1 

	

.15619 	1.3524 	11.5 

	

.11617 	.37168 	31.3 

	

-.093973 	.30094 	-31.1 

	

-.00664 	.17454 	- 3.8 
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Y14 	-.00020 	.37431 	-.05347 7 

Y22 	-12641 	.43250 	29.2 

Y23 	-.00030 	.13916 	-.218 

Y24 	-.01230 	.50566 	-2.43 

Y33 	.03354 	.14244 	23.5 

Y34 	-.03272 	.24085 	-13.6 

144 	.14320 	.82257 	17.4 
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1 Table 7.  Nonseparabie Tr 	 r 

Share Equations  

	

HN 	KI 	KN 
Information Labour Share MHI = a  + y 	12 

ln 
HE 

+ y in--- + y
13 
 ln-- + y .14 in  C 1 	11 	,C 	C 	C 	11 

WITH DUMMIES 	WITHOUT DUMMIES 

I/ Durbin = Watson Statistic = 	.8658 	.5076 

Sum of Squared Residuals= . 	.01482 	.04401 
11 

, HI _,_ 	HN 	KI 	, KN 	11 Noninformation Labour Share MHN = a _ + 
j-  2 Y12 ri-E m 

 Y22 1n7 + y 23 
 ln-E + Y24 'Ln  C 

II 

Durbin - Watson Statistic = 	.6423 	.4173 
li 

SuM of Squared Residuals = 	.10713 	.19030 

11 
HI 	HN 	KI 	KN 

Information M&E Share MKI = a
3 

+ y 13  ln-E y 23  ln-E + y 33  ln-E y 34  1n— c  

Durbin -Watson Statistic = 	.9080 	.5269 	11 

Sum of Squared Residuals = 	.00272 	- .00671 
Il 

Ir 
, HI , 	HN 	1(1 	KN 

I! Noninformation M&E Share MKN = a4 
 + Y14 	m  Y24  1g-E- 

 + y34  in-E-  + ' 
y 
44  in  -E  

11 • 

Durbin-Watson Statistic .  = 	0 5354 	.3760 

Sum of Squared Residuals = 
.11405 	.28809 ie 

• 
Log of Likelihood Function = 1161.66 	1006.01 

The above equations are associated with the following production function: 

5 	5 	5 
F = .E a. ln x: + .E .E y. ln x. ln x. 	. 1=1 1 	1 	1=1 j=1 ij 	1 	3 . 

where  the x.  , i = 1,...,5 refer to quantities of the 5 inputs. 
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, The-;two regression results shown in figure 4 yield results that 

exhibit a high degree of consistency. The dominant term in each value share 

equation, the a's, turn out to have similar values in both regressions. 

The greatest difference is that shown in thé MKI equation and this by only 

6%. In both regressions all diagonal terms of the matrix are positive 

while the off-diagonal ones are' all negative in sign. The absolute values 

of the yij parameters show greater deviation than do the ai, although 

the large diagonal terms are much closer, with the exception being the MKI 

equation again, where the two estimates for Y33 differ by 13%. However, 

perhaps the most significant difference between the two regression appear 

in those off-diagonal terms which are insignificantly different from zero. 

The regression employing dummies indicates that while the information labour 

share and both the capital shares are all influenced by the level of employment 

in every input, the same is notthe case for non-information labour. With 

dummies, the regression results seem to suggest that the non-information 

labour value share is Uninfluenced by the level of employment of machinery 

and equipment. It should be noted that this result is not tantemont to 

a reduction of the elasticity of substitution between HN and capital to unity 

as it might first appear. 

The same structure for MN does not emerge from the regression without 

dummies, at least not in detail. In this case non-information capital affects 

the HN share but not the HI share. It is in these particulars that the two 

regressions yield differences deserving of attention. 
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It is important to determine if the estimated value share 

equations correspond to a well-behaved production function. Such 

a function have the fundamental properties of (i) positive output 

for non-zero inputs and (ii) non-decreasing, concave form, the 

latter signifying diminishing marginal returns to individual 

factors. These two conditions are not automatically met in the 

translog specification since the quadratic terms will violate both 

over a certain range of positive inputs. It is appropriate then 

to regard the translog specification as an approximation to the 

'true' production function, valid within a neighbourhood of the 

region of observations, provided the two conditions are met there, 

and having no assured validity outside that neighbourhood. Even 

so, some of the observations may fail to satisfy these conditions 

if the fit about the regression hyper-planes is not tremendously 

good, as in the case discussed here. Thus the region of validity 

may be more narrow than first supposed, located only within a 

neighbourhood about a point at which the approximation is deemed 

exact. For our purposes, this point about which the approximation 

is taken is associated with the mean point of the input quantities. 

We have two regressions to examine for well-behavedess, namely 

with and without the addition of 4 dummy variables. In both cases 

the first condition is met except for a few observations in the KI 

fitted value shares. The observations for which the fitted shares 

are negative correspond in the main to industries with the lowest 

observed KI shares in the data. In the regression without dummies, 
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the condition is violated in all five years in the Petroleum and 

Coal Products industry group, and in the first two years in the 

Food and Beverage industry group. The former industry group has 

such low share values for KI that we can attribute the negative 

fitted values to statistical errors. The two observations in 

Food and Beverage are unlikely to be due to random errors and 

probably count as violation of the first condition for a well-

behaved production function. 

The second regression, with the 4 dummies included, givesa 

better performance. The only industry for which the fitted KI 

share show negative values is Leather, and this for only 3 years. 

All other fitted shares are positive. Again the Leather group has 

very low values for the KI shares and we attribute the negative 

fitted values to random errors and not to a violation of the con-

dition. 

In spite of the appearance of negative fitted shares at a 

few observations, all apart from two in the regression without 

dummies can be accounted to random error and we can allow that the 

regression past the first test. Moreover, all value shares are 

positive at the mean value of input quantities. 

The concavity test has proved a more exacting one for the 

regression to pass. The condition applies to the matrix of the 

second derivatives of the production function, bordered by the 

value shares. For concavity this matrix must be negative definite 
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at the point of approximation. Necessary conditions for negative 

definiteness are negative values for the own elasticity of all 

5 inputs. This weaker condition corresponds to downward sloping 

demand schedules for inputs. A check on these elasticities over 

the observations has revealed that the second well-behaveness 

condition is violated over most of the data points. In the regre-

ssion without dummies, only four industries - Food and Beverage, 

Furniture, Electrical Products and Miscellaneous Manufacturing - 

show negative own elasticity for all inputs in all 5 years. Metal 

Fabricating pass in 1971 only. The remaining industries show at 

least one own elasticity with positive  signé Clearly this regres-

sion cannot serve as an approximation to a well-behaved production 

function (with decreasing marginal returns) over every observation. 

A similar story emerges for the estimation with dummies inclu-

ded, but here Food and Beverage fail while the other three pass in 

terms of own elasticities. The industry which . is  satisfactory for 

1971 now turns out to be Non-Metallic Mineral Products. All others 

suffer in having at least one positive own elasticity. 

However, at the point about which the approximation is taken, 

namely the mean of input quantities, weiume the correct sign for 

all own elasticities in the case of the regression without the 

dummy variables (see Table 8). This is not true however for the 

regression with dummies added. 

From these observations we conclude that the production function 

(estimated without dummies) is well-behaved and possesses all the 

appropriate properties within a neighbourhood of the point of approxi-

mation. 
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Table 8 

Allen Elasticities of Substitution (AES)  
Representative Industry  

AES With Dummies Without Dummies 

-41.8 
22.0 

- 3.75 
8.29 

-12.3 
-14.5 
- .5 
- 2.6 

9.5 
-59. 
-21.4 
57. 

- 2.1 
3.9 

-24.2 

HI, HI 
HI, HN 

HI, KI 

HI, EN 

HI, C 

HN, HN 
HN, KI 
HN, EN 

HN, C 

El, KI 
El, RN 

EN, C 

KN, EN 

KN, C 

C, C 

-66.3 
34.0 
20.9 
4.66 

-12.2 
-20.1 
-12.1 

.132 
7.02 

-59.8 
- 7.6 
40.8 

.98 
- 6.3 

.89 
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Four types of separation were tested statistically using 

the maximum likelihood method as described under table 4. As 

before, the hypothesized separation was treated as the null hypo-

thesis while the unconstrained system of equations corresponded 

to the alternative hypothesis. The tests are to apply to the mean 

point of the quantity inputs. The separability constraints can 

be found in table e9, and the values of the log of the likelihood 

function shown there, when compared to that for the unconstrained 

system, indicates the rejection of all four hypotheses. From 

these results we learn that there is no evidence for (a) labour 

aggregation, (b) capital aggregation, (c) information activity 

aggregation and (d) noninformation activity aggregation. By 

inference we cannot expect a concurrent aggregation of information 

activity on the one hand and of noninformation activity on the 

other to be accepted under statistical testing. 
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ype of separation 	 Nonlinear constraints 
Description 	on parameters 

trype of separation 
e(log of likelihood) 

{(HI,SN), KI, KN, C) 

(1146.45) 	(9 93.42) 

Table 9 	Testing for Separability: Representative Industry  

For parameter labels we use the following notation: HI = 1, HN = 2, 
KI = 3, KN = 4. The type of aggregation under test is indicated by 
parentheses. 

	

it . {(HI,KI), HN, KN, Cl 	aggregation.of information 

With 	Without 	activities 

Dummies 	Dummies 

11 (1038.68) 	(923.96) 

• {(HN,KWY, HI, KI, Cl 

11 	(1066.95) 	(939.8) 

al 
Y12 = a3  Y23 

al 
Y14 = a3  134 

a 3  

133 = a (Y114.  
a1 2 

Y12 = a4  Y14 

a2 
Y23 = a4  134 • 

a 4 
144 = a 2 'Y22' Y24 )-  Y• 24 

aggregation of non-
information of activities 

aggregation of labour 
a1  

Y13 = a2  Y23 

a1  
Y14 = a2  Y24 

Œ2  f 
Y22 = a 

1 	
Y12)-  Y• 12 

..) . {(KI,KN), HI, HN, Cl 	aggregation of capital 
Y13 = a 4 

Y14 

I (1070.6) 	@56. 13) 	 a3 
Y23 = a

4 
Y24 

11 	 a4 
 -, 

 
144 = 	

, 
a3 'Y33- 134 )- 1• 34 
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5. Conclusion  

The technological structure in Canadian manufacturing indus-

tries, according to our data, does not appear to place special emphasis 

on information inputs. There is no evidence for sub-aggregation of 

primary inputs having an information function on the one hand and a 

sub-aggregate of production related inputs on the other. Each type 

of capital and labour services are used in conjunction with all 

others, and there is no sign that sub-groups of inputs are employed 

inproportions independently of the employment of others. This means 

that there is no total information activity which has an existence 

absolutely distinct from production activities. For manufacturing, 

the one is closely intertwined with the other, producing the impor-

tant result that information labour productivity is determined not 

only by the level of its own employment and effort, but also by the 

amount of employment and effort associated with every other input. 

Any movement up or down in productivity has to be corrected for 

changes occurring in companion inputs before any inference can be 

made about changes in the contribution given factor makes to output.. 

The implications for information accounting are not clearly 

directed in any one way. In the first place, it is better to dis-

aggregate inputs into information and noninformation components rather 

than not, since manufacturing production is thus better "explained" 

statistically. A valuable result of this fact is that we obtain a 

more detailed account of how employment can be affected by changes in 

the price of different capital services, as we noted earlier. Such 
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detaii is genuine and cannot be inferred from the more aggregative 

structure of inputs. In the second place, however, the negative 

evidence for any separation of information from noninformation 

activity makes one suspicious that an organization of the data ac-

cording to schemes other than the information one could have equa] 

validity. Until that suspicion is removed, the particular inference 

we can indeed make in favour of information accounts continues some-

what under a cloud, for it remains that it has to be shown that 

information accounting is superior to all others and is not simply 

arbitrary. 

Yet we do see value in the detail the information/noninformation 

II' breakdown offers. This position is engendered by the differential 

and distinct effect capital price changes have on employment ratios, 

li effects which were described earlier, and which can only be apprecia-

ted once the data is in the disaggregate form. Relative factor price 

11 

	

	changes cause adjustments to take place in the industry's demand for 
factor inputs even as output is maintained fixed. This phenomenon 

II 
show up in the values of the substitution elasticities given in table 

8. In contrast, following an increase in the level of production no 11 

"

substitution takes place provided meanwhile factor prices remain con-

stant or do not undergo a relative change with respect to each other. 

11 Thus by virtue of the constant returns to scale assumption any in- 

crease or cutback in production is accompanied by a proportionate 

11 	. increase or fall in all factor inputs. But a relative factor price 

change will induce substitution to take place between inputs so that 

11 	the mix of factor employment shifts (when referring to a change in a 
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specific price or prices it is implicitly assumed that other prices 

are donstant). 

The results obtained for the representative industry in table 8 

can only be regarded as rough estimates of the true AES values. We 

have no independent statistical test of their accuracy or of the 

confidence to be attached to the values. In many respects the signs 

of the cross-elasticities do not agree with that obtained in our time 

series (total manufacturing) estimates although they agree, in as far 

a comparison is possible, with a U.S. study.
15 We take the results 

to be indicative but not absolutely accurate. 

The effect of a rise (or fall) in the price of a factor on its 

own employment can be more or less severe. Information labour and 

information capital seem to have a strong response to a change in 

own price. For instance, a fall in the price of information capital 

will induce a rapid and strong demand for the accumulation of 

further information capital goods as well as their more intensive 

use when in place ready for use. In comparison the non-information 

factors respond rather sluggishly to a change in their price. 

Construction has somewhat an intermediate effect on its demand. 

Other effects of a fall in the service price of information 

capital is a small enhancement in demand for information labour and 

no effect to speak of on non-information labour. The two information 

factors are complementary services. The increase in demand produced 

by the same price change on non-information capital will be much 

more significant, while the effect on construction will be in the 
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opposite direction, curtailing demand. Information capital sub-

stitutes for construction while it has non-information capital as a 

complementary good. 

The two types of labour are strong substitutes whereas non-

information labour is weakly complementary to machinery and equipment 

and information labour substitutes with non-information capital. 

To sum up, the impact on labour of a small  change in price 

of manufacturing information capital presents little danger to 

manufacturing employment. It should be recalled that the typé of 

information capital we have in the study is somewhat different from 

the modern mix whereby computers are a much more predominant feature. 

An adjustment to the value added output figures to include rental 

services and an extention of the time series nearer to the present 

would offer us an excellent opportunity to re-evaluate the elasticities 

with computers adequately accounted for. It would be of considerable 

interest to determine in this manner if the figures in table 8 are 

corroborated or denied. 

The elasticities in the time series case paint a different 

picture regarding complements and substitutes as we already reported 

in the text following table 5. We might expect the time series 

figures to be generally lower since given time a much greater degree 

of adjustment may take place. But we do have 5 years within the 

pooled data and this fact rather weakens the argument. We are talking 

of course of two different production functions, total manufacturing 
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-- 
in the time series instance and the fictitious 'representative' industry 

in the other instance, but it was expected that at the level of technology 

aggregated at the level of 5 inputs a sufficient similarity between the sub-

industries withinmanufacturing and total manufacturing would exist to 

cause at least some consistency between the factors that are complementary 

and those that are substitutes. One possible explanation for the difference 

can be found in the fact that the two studies give approximations to a 

production function in neighbourhoods about different input mixes. This is 

because the relative factor prices in the two sets of data are sufficiently 

diverse to suggest that widely different sections of the isoquantare involved 

in the estimations. It is theoretically possible for substitution to occur 

at one section of the isoquant while complementarity holds at another. Thus, 

there is no inherent inconsistency in the two results given by the time series 

and the pooled data estimates. 

In terms of the issue of job displacement, the relevance of the 

studies might be questioned on the grounds that the emerging technology bears 

no resemblance to current technology, constituting a structural change in 

production methods. A structural change of sudh a magnitude it can be 

argued, will result in technical relations between inputs outside the province 

of the study, based as it is on historidal time series. The argument is not 

so conclusive as it seems, since new production techniques are introduced 

rather slowly. At the level of the individual firm, investment in new methods 

of production and quality changes in the final product can of course 

constitute a radical transformation. However, not all firms introduce new 

techniques at once and many make good use of their existing capital for a long 

time to  corne. The point is that the price of current machinery and 
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equipment does not suddenly plunge to zero with the emergence of an 

alternative, more  productive capital. Replacement investment naturally will 

be dominated by new technology, but this constitutes only a fraction of total 

capital. Capital of old vintage works along side the new and investment 

over a five year period hardly brings aboutr the dramatic change which is 

tantamount to a new structure for manufacturing production. It follows that 

the conclusions about the job displacement effects of information capital 

given in the representative industry study herea bearing on how the factor 

input mix needed to produce each unit of output will change in the years following 

the estimation period, under the scenario of falling information capital price. 

Of course, further away from the estimation period the validity of the 

conclusions becomes less firm. 

By this reasoning, we see that the employment impact reported for the 

representative industry may be good for the five years following 1971, but will 

unlikely present an accurate picture of the sort of capital-labour trade-offs 

that will take place in 1981. Tb obtain a better grasp of modern events 

we need the up-dated data which is now becoming available, as we stressed on 

several occasions earlier in the report. We are encouraged by the results 

obtained thus far and it would be greatly satisfying if more recent data 

bears out the empirical findings reported herein. 
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PART II 
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5. SEPARABILITY 

Consider a production function with n inputs y = F(x
1

, 	x
n
). 

Partition the set of integers N = £1, ..., n1 into p mutually exclusive 

and exhaustive subsets ( NI
1, 	

N)  to be called the partition P . The 

production function F(x) is said to be weakly separable 16  with respect 

to the partition P if the marginal rate of substitution (MRS) between 

any two inputs i and j from any subset N
s 

, s = 1, 	P , is 

independent of the quantities of inputs outside of N
s 

, i.e. 

F
i 

Dx
k 

F .  = 0 for all i, j  ENs  and k g Ns  

where F, 'denotes the first order partial derivative DF(x)/x, . Weak 

separability with respect to the partition P is equivalent to the 

production function F(x) being of the form F(v11 
	

v
p

) where V
s 

is a function of the elements of N
s 

only. For, example suppose x
1 

stands for input of information services, x2  for non-information labour 

services, x
3 
 for machinery and equipment, and x

4 
for structures. Then 

the weak separability of the two types of labour on the one hand and 

machinery and equipment and structures on the other can be expressed 

functionally as F(v(x
l'  x2 )x3'  x4 

 ) . Note that the sub-function v is 

independent of the amount of services issuing from structures or machinery 

and equipment, and that the-shape of the isoquant curve in the 
(
x
1
,x

2
) 

plane is unaffected by the levels of x
3 

or x
4 

, 
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Clearly a stronger form of functional separability is available to us 

and this also has economic meaning. Define strong separability with respect 

to the partition P if the MRS between any two inputs from different subsets 

N
s 

and N
t 

does not depend on the quantities of inputs outside of N
s 

and 

N 	i.e. 

F. =0 
for all ieN

s 
, jeN

t 	
s0t, and kgN

s
UN

t 
. 

Dx 
 k 3 

The corresponding functional form is additive, i.e. F(v
1 
+ 	+  y) . 

By carrying out the operation of differentiation both types of separa- 

bility conditions can be written as 

F.  F. - F. F. = 0 , 
ik 	3k i 

whereis the second partial derivative of F . Of course, the Fij  

indexes belong to one subset in the case of weak, to different subsets in 

the case of strong, separability. This.equation can be re-written in terms 

of non-linear constraints on the estimated values of the parameters of the 

production function. 	 • 

The Allen partial elasticity of substitution (AES) between inputs xi  

and x. can be expressed in terms of the price elasticities of derived 

demand as follows: 

all i 
1 3 	j. 1  

F. 
3- 

where 

	

Dx. p. 	• 	
. 

"th 
E. = - —1  --/ , p. is the service price of the i -  input and w 
ij 	Dp x. 	3. 	 j 

	

33. 
	 . 	

. 	 . 

• 
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is the share of the j th input in total cost, equal to p.x./Ep.x. . The 
3 

AES correspond to conventional comparative statistics analysis; they measure 

the response of derived demand to . an  input price change, holding output and 

all other input prices fixed. Note moreover that 

p, Dx. 	p. Dx. 	ax, 
O 	

_j 	. _ 	1 1 	....1 	1 	c 	1 	c 	. . - _ - 
ij 	x. pp . w. 	x. ap. p.x. - pp. x.x. 

	

1 	3 3 	1 	3 3 3 	3 1  3 

Here c =px . . . V 	By duality (see next section) and Shephard's lemma _  

x. --- --(tobedenotedbycJall i . 
1 	D . 	 • PI  

Dx. 

	

1 	D2 c 	(2E c..) 	. 
Also 	13 

	

P3 	3 

'Thus we have the useful formula for calculating the AES from an estimated 

cost function: 

C c.. 

a ..  = 	1 )  
13 	c.c, 

• 

 

13  

The separation of inputs 3 and 4 from inputs 1 .  and 2 can 

equivalently be expressed as: 
15 

(i) functional separability: F(x
1 
 ,x

2 
 ,x

3 
 ,x

4 
 ) = H[J(x

1  x2 
 ),x 

3 
 x 
4

] 

(ii) equality of the AES: a
13 

= a
23 

;  a14 =  a
24 

. 

The equivalence . between function separability and the expression (i) 

can be proved, but only with some difficulty. To gain an intuitive grasp 

for this equivalence consider the following less general argument. Firstly, 

• the sufficiency is readily demonstrated. For, 
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àH 
F. 	 J .H p  j  re 1 # 2 . 

3. 	X. 	1J  

F 	J 
1 	1 

Thus — = — and is independent of x
3 

. 
F
2 	j2 

Demonstrating necessity is more difficult. Assume, for simplicity, 

F is linear homogenous. Then ' 

F = F
l
x
l 
+ F

2
x
2 
+ F i x 

3 3 

1 
= F

2 	
x + x2  ) + F3x3 . 

F
2 

1  

Now F1/F2 = f(xx2
) , a function independent of x

3 
. Assume f(xx

2
) 

is a.rational function so that we may write 

J
1
(x

1
,x

2
)  

f(x ,x ) - 
J
2
(xx

2
) 

Hence 
F
2 

F = 	(J x + J
2  x2 

 ) + F
3
x
3 J

2 	
1 1  

Define the function 

J(x
1
,x

2
) = J

1
(x

1
1x

2
)x

1 
+ J

2
(x
1
,x

2
)x

2 

where 

DJ 	DJ 
= Ji  and -Fc- 

"1 	2 	
2 

This is possible, but will not be proved here. Then J is linear homogenous 

as is necessary if F is to be so, and moreover 

F
2 	

. 
F = --- J + F

3
x
3 J

2 
F
2 

and F = — by linear homogeneity. 
J
2 
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But this latter is consistent with the definitions made earlier, since 

—

a 

F(J(x 	) ) = 
Dx

2 	
lx' 2

x 
 ' 3 - F 2 - Fj2 

To show the relation (ii) consider from the first order conditions 

for maximization, for goods x
1 

and x
2 
 , say; 

P1  = 
P.2 

We can use this equalization condition between the relative prices and the 

slope of the isoquant in the (1,2)-plane as follows: 

	

D 
F
1 	â P1 	

Dp
1 	Dp2 

= 	=P — - P —  = 

	

Dx3 F
2 	

Dx
3 

p
2 	

2 Dx
3 	

1 Dx
3 

The last equality obtains from the separability condition. Thus 

Dp
1 1 

p
1 

Dx
3 

which, on multiplying by 
x3/w3 

yield the required result: 

a
13 

=  023 

Similarly,
14 

= a 	. 
24 

The factor share equations corresponding to the translog production 

function are written as 

m.=(1 • + E y 	ln x 	i = 1 , . . . , n 
• i 	, 	ij 	j 

Fi 
 

F
2

. 



m.Y. 3 ik 
= 0 , 

1 jk 
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. 
where, umder constant rettalm;„ m. are the cost share of the 1 th input 

1 

in total cost. Note that the condition E.m. = 1 is satisfied by the set 
1].  

of conditions E.a. = 1 and 	,E y.. = 0 which as we saw are implied 
a. 	. 	13 

3 
by constant returns to scale. 

The translog production, owing to its quadratic nature, is an ill-

behaved production function globally. When at least oneYii  V 0 there 

exists configurations of inputs such that neither monotonicity nor convexity 

is satisfied. We have to check that the estimated production function is 

well-behaved for each data point. This involves checking that the estimated 

expression for m. are all positive and that the bordered Hessian matrix 
1 

of first and second partial derivatives of F is negative definite.
17 

For the production function F we noted that the separability 

conditions can be expressed in terms of the partial derivatives 

F F. - F F. =  O, 
ik 3 	jk 1 

• 
. 	. 

where the 1' 
th 

 and 3 
th 
 factors are separated from factors k 0 i,j . From 

this we see that the necessary and sufficient condition for the translog 

function to be separable is 

sinceF.=m..Pionotonicityrequiresm.>0 , all i , so that if - 
3 	3 • 	 1 

separability holds and if y
jk 

= 0 , then y
ik 

= 0 . Suppose, however, that 

y
jk 

0 0 , y
ik 	

0'. Since m. = a ;  4. E y..inx 	the above condition can be 
7 

rewritten as 	 . 

a.Y. 	- 	 + E 	yik  - Y. Y. k 
 ) lnx jk 	j 1k 	m 1m 	3m l in  

= 

and the global conditions (holding for all values of the 3c. )  for inputs i 
1 
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and j to be separated from k become 

a.
3

y.
k 
 - cuy.

ik 
 = 0 

3  

YimYjk 	YjmYik = 
0 	m = 1, 	n 

lutermatively, sqe canydr ite  (for  yik 	jm  nonzero) Y 

a. 	Yik 	Yim 1 
et • = Y 	

_ 
. 	. 

	

jk 	Yjm 
m = 1, 	n 

Production functions specified to have a quadratic form (such as the 

translog function) do not exhibit the desired non-decreasing property (and 

hence isoquants conveg to the origin) required of production functions over 

all non-negative input vectors, i.e. globally. However, we can regard the 

trans  log  specification as a second order approximation to the true production 

function over data set, the first order part of which is the familiar Cobb-

Douglas form. From this perspective the conditions to be satisfied for 

separability are greatly simplified. This is because we make a local test 

for the conditions within the range of the data set, and in fact apply the 

test to the mid-point in the time series (1961 for example). The data for 

1961 is normalized to unity so that naturally, lnx (1961) = 0 , for all i . 

Consequently the local condition for input i and j to be separated from 

k becomes 

a. y 	- (1,y 	= 0 
1 jk 	.3 ik 

i.e. only the first of the two set of conditions shown above. One form of 

separability can be associated with zero values for the cross terms, • 

Y. = Y. = 0  • ik 	jk 
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I 

• 

6. CONSTRUCTION OF THE TIME SERIES DATA  

In many crucial respects the raw data on labour services and value-

added output are incomplete and flawed by various definitional changes made 

throughout the sample period. Considerable effort has been made to reconstruct 

missing observation points as well as to impose a modest degree of consis-

tency in each time series and between the labour services and output series. 

1. The Labour- Series 

Our strategy involved no more than satisfying the very basic requirement 

for econometric work. This consisted of producing consistent series over the 

time period on the factor inputs which at the same time properly corresponded 

to the figures for value-added production. In Canada this preliminary task is 

no easy matter because of the many changes in the classification, concept, and 

coverage which have had such profound impacts on each of the series. As a 

result we are confronted by two major discontinuities in all series and, worse 

still, by breaks in some of them. 

By the assumption of linear homogeneity we are able to calculate the 

value of total capital services as the difference between value-added input 

and the value of total labour services. This present discussion the, relates 

to output and labour services only. The labour data series which are available 

. are disaggregated into two groups: "non-information" workers, consisting of 

• production workers in manufacturing operations, employees in new construction, 

outside piece workers, and other production and related workers; and "information"
11 
 

workers consisting of administrative and office employees,'sales and distribution 

workers, and employees at other locations. Thesé series for each group are 	11 
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I. 

Hf 

man-hours worked, number of employees, and wages and salaries. The man-hours 

worked series is different from man-hours paid by excluding time accounted for 

by holiday, vacation and sick leave. Unfortunately the disaggregated time 

worked series begin only in 1961 whereas they are requried from 1948 onwards. 

Secondly, the series have a discontinuity in 1969. On the other hand, the 

number of employees series and the compensation series suffer from two discon-

tinuities, one at 1961 and another at 1959. In 1961 there exists a one-year 

overlap, and at the other discontinuity the overlap is for the three years 

1957-1959. 

All series are spliced at the point of discontinuity by the simple and 

crude method of taking the ratio of the values in the overlap year and using 

this to rescale the numbers on one side of the splice in line with those on 

the other side, usually so that it is the shorter part of the series which is 

modified. Thus in this way the post-1969 man-hours paid series were modified 

I .  

to conform with the observations of the earlier years. 

• The backward extension of the man-hours series was achieved through a 

least squares fit of man-hours (H) to employment (W) , following a logarithmic 

transformation of the data. A number of regressions were run for this backcasting. 

.The two following eqUations provided the best fit: 

lnIH = 7.01251 4- 1.04101 ln IW 

(12.0136) 	(23.2451) 

t-values in brackets 

R
2 
= .9846 	• 
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1 

in 1H  = the natural logarithm of the number of man-hours worked 
of information workers 

in 1W  = the natural logarithm of the number of information workers 
in Canadian manufacturing 

ln NH = 9.37796 + . 872480 ln NW 

(20.8796) 	(27.0775) 

t-values in brackets 

R
2 
= .9868 

1nNH = the natural logarithm of the number of man-hours worked 
of non-information workers (no adjustments required). 

1nNW = the natural logarithm of the number of non-information 
workers in Canadian manufacturing. 

These equations were then used as a basis for estimating information/non-

information hours worked for the period 1947 - 1960. 

A glance at the first equation will show that the average weekly hours 
11 

(for a . 50-week work-year) for information workers is around 40 hours, with a 

slight tendency to decline in later years when employment is higher. If not 

so transparent, a similar situation holds for the non-information workers in 

which on average about 40 hours per week is worked and this has a slowly falling II  

secular trend. The mix between straight time and overtime, one would think, 

may help explain the appearance of the non-information equation but this is . 

purely speculative. 

The employment series had its own peculiar complications. The post-1961 

series differs from the earlier years in that more non-production workers are 

included who formally were not enumerated by the survey. These consist mainly 
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of research and development employees, clearly information workers, and sales 

personnel. These extra employees we desire to see included as information 

workers, so the earlier two splices in the series are inflated appropriately 

in the manner discussed above, thereby simulating the count of those employees 

not covered. However, this action required a corresponding inflation of the 

value-added output figures. Fortunately we have an overlap in the output 

produced by the narrow coverage of workers and the output produced by the 

broad coverage of workers (inclusive of sales and R & D) for the period  1961-

1975. The ratio of the means of these output series was used to inflate the 

pre-1961 value-added series to produce a series in output reconciled with those 

of the repaired input series. 

2. The Capital Data  

The real stock of construction and machinery and equipment for Canadian 

manufacturing are directly derivable from Statistics Canada sources containing 

series on the mid-year net capital stock of total Canadian manufacturing annually 

since 1926 in constant 1961 dollars. The data are broken down into four 

components: building construction, engineering construction, machinery and 

equipment, and capital items charged to operating expenses (smaller types of 

equipment normally charged by - respondents to the Capital Expenditures Survey to 

current accounts and having a serviceable life greater than one year). These 

four components were aggregated into two: construction - the sum of the 

first two, and machinery and equipment - the sum of the second two.. 
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To go from real stock to service flows we assume that the quantity of 

capital services rendered by construction and M&E is proportional to the 

corresponding real stocks. Denote the stocks by Kc  and Km  respectively. 

The quantities of service flows at time t , denoted by Qc,t  and Qm,t  , 

are computed as 	 1/ 

QC,t = 'c  ,t 

2 	=  -M,t 	uK M,t 1/ 
where u is a constant "quality of capital" index. 

The replacement price of these two components is derived by dividing 	1/ 

IIthe current dollar gross fixed capital formation by the corresponding constant 

dollar gross fixed capital formation. The capital service price is then derived 

from the replacement price using a formula, described more fully in chapter 	
II 

7, which accounts for depreciation, capital gains and returns. The series 

18 11 developed by Denny and Pinto were used. • The service prices in their series 

do not include a capital gains term, on the assumption that realized capital 

II 
gains did not affect the service price because they were unanticipated at the 

time decisions were made. 11 
We note that the procedure adopted in the estimation may be an oversimpli-

fication, as we have assumed not only that the service flow rendered by • 	li 

. construction and M&E are.proportional to the real stock, but that they are in 

II 
the same proportion. By contrast, for U.S. manufacturing, Berndt has used a 

u of .19 for structures. Our u was derived implicitly by subtracting the 1/ 
value of labour inputs from the value of output, to arrive at the aggregate • 
value of capital services. The value of capital services was then further 	11 

. 	
I 
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disaggregated between M&E and construction, by the ratio of the values of 

the two capital components. 

3. The Data Base  

The results of the data base reconstruction can be seen from the tables 

and graphs in this section. Tabler shows very clearly the extent and locations 

of the discontinuities in the time series. The zero entries in the TVA and VA 

columns denote empty observations. The data sets A, B and C are the parts 

- 
of the time series that required splicing in the manner described in the 

previous section. 

Table llshows our reconstituted data set which was used as the base for 

all subsequent empirical work in the study. The manner of its construction 

was described earlier. Figure 5 reveals a reasonably smooth backward extension 

of the measure of annual.output, total value-added. In Figure 6 we see the 

relative size and movements in the hours worked by labour type. As we noted 

earlier, non-information employment fairly consistently charts the boom and 

recession cycles in Canada over the -period in view, but the same cannot be 

• said for the information workers. 

Figure s 2 gives the value shares of the two types of labour over the data 

period and these graphs tend to indicate an independence of movement which is 

inconsistent with the two labour types being grouped tOgether by the production 

• technology separately from the other factors. 

Figure 5 gives also a picture of how the TVA series was constructed over . 

the period of empty observations so as to track the movements in the restructured 
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VA series. The gap between the two represents activities reported in later 

surveys but not included in the earlier years. Most of this additional 

activity relates to the "head office" of establishments. 
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1 

NH = noninformation hours worked 

TH = total hours . worked 

NW = noninformation wage 

TW = total wage 

VA = value added by manufacture 

TVA = value added - total activity 

Table 10 ORIGINAL DATA SETS  

11 	'Set C 

Set A 

Set B 

YEAR 

1948 
1949 

1950' 

1951 

1952 

1953 

1954 

1955 

1956 

1957 

1958 

1959 

1957 

1958 

1959 

1960 

1961 
 1961 

1962 

1963 

1964 

1965 

1966 

1967 

1968 

1969 

1970 

1971 

1972 

1973 

1974 

1975 

NH 

957491 
949656 
952244 

1010588 
10 25 355 

 1053226 
989030 

1010992 
1051723 
1045177 

981735 
997907 

1035333 
972468 
988991 
971610 
969276  
939413 
974376 

1003566 
1057502 
1115892 
1172943 
1168651 
1160226 
1189887 
1167063 
1167810 
1213106 
1275985. 
1300792 
1272051 

TH 

1155721 
1171207 
1183297 
1258375 
1288382 
1327451 
1267966 
1298461 
1353020 
1359061 
1289602 
1303956 
1340948 
1272686 
1287809 
1275476 
1264946  

1352605 
1389516 
1425440 
1491257 
1570299 
16 146024 
1652827 
1642352 
1675332 
1637001 
1628404 
1676130 
1751066 
1785977 
1714.1545 

NW 

1876773 
1963463 
2078634 
2459566 
2713715 
2940339 
2821586 
2995267 
3298666 
3416226 
3333172 
3543456 
3391803 
3305975 
3517599 
3565124 
36 146113 

 35329143 
3834514 
4095916 
4513633 
5012345 
5575206 
5869085 
6278429 
6921525 
7232256 
7819050 
8763104 

10060062 
11637073 
12672237 

TW 

2409368 

2591891 

2771267 

3276281 

3637620 

3957018 

3896688 

41 142410 

4570692 

4819628 

4802496 

5073074 

4778040 
4 7 58614 

5030128 

5150503 

5231447 

 5701651 

6096174 

6495289 

7080939 

7822925 

8695890 
9254190 
9905504 

1084834± 

11363712 

12129897 

13 141 14609 

15220033 
175.56982 

19160724 

VA 

4938787 

5330566 

5942058 

6940947 

7 1443533 

7993069 

7902124 

8753450 

9605425 

9822085 

9792506 

10320963 

0 

945495 13 

1015 14277 

10371 28 1 1  
10682138 

 10434832 

1 142964 1 3 
 12272734 

13535991 

14927764 

16351740 

17005696 

18332204 

20133593 

2004 7 801 

21737514 

24264829 

28716119 

35084752 

36139301 

TVA 

o 
o 
O 
o 
o 
o 
O 
o 
O 
O 

o 
o 
0 

0 

0 

0 

0 
 10931561 

21986666 

128750 7 3 

14247184 

15785311 

17260256 

18049639 

19483614 

21456276 

2141%748 

2318 7 881 

25981742 

30766506 

37654465 

38715600 
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TVA YEAR NH 	TH NW Tw VA 

Table 11 DATA BASE (revised)  

1948 

1949 

1950 

1951 

1952 
1953 . 

 1954 

1955 
1956 
1957 

1958 

1959 

1960 

1961 

1962 
1963 

1964 

1965 
.1966 

1 .967 

1968 

1969 

1970 

1971 

1972 

1973 

197 14 

1975 

919251 1219340 

911729 1235679 

914213 1248434 

970227 1327645 

984404 1359304 
1011162 1 1400524 
949530 1337764 

970615 1369938 
1009719 1427500 

1003435 1433874 

942507 1360881 

958521 13 7 7052 

941675 1363865 

939413 1352605 

974376 1389516 
1003566 1425440 

1057502 1491257 

1115892 1570299 
1172943 1646024 

1168651 1652827 

1160226 . 1642352 

1189887 1675332 

1167063 1637001 

1167810 1628404 

1213106 1676130 

1275985 	1751066 
1300792 	1785977 

1272051 	17415.45 

1805520 

1888919 
1999717 

2366187 

261068 7 
 2828707 

2714462 

2881549 
3173430 

3286526 

3203362 

3408418 

3454468 

3532943 

38345114 

4095916 

4513633 

5012345 
5575206 

5869085 

6278429 

6921525 

7232256 
7819050 

8763104 

10060062 
11637073 

12672237 

2603264 

2800476 

2994287 

3539942 

3930361 
4275462 

4210277 

14475774 
4938522 

5207492 
5186320 

548223 7 

 5613432 

5701651 

6096174 

6495289 

7080939 

7822925 
8695890 

9254190 

9905504 

10848341' 

11363712 
12129897 

13 1414609 

15220033 
17556982 

19160724  

4658147 

5027663 

5604408 

6546536 

7020563 
75388 7 3 
7453096 

8256046 
9059609 
97341487 

9236059 

9919192 

10131175 

10434832 

11429644 

1227273 14 

13535991 

14927764 
16351740 

17005696 

18332204 

20133593 

20047801 
21737514 

2426 14829 

28716119 
35084752 

36139301  

4958725 

53520861 

5966047 

6968968 

74735831 
8025338 II 
7934025 

8788 7 88 

964420311 
10362630 

9832039. 

105592538 

10784914 

10931561 

11986666a 
128750 7 311 

142 147184 

15785311 

172602561 

18049639 

19483614 

214562761 

21417748 
2318 7 881 

259817421 

30766506 
37654465 

387156008 
• 

•1 
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Figure 5 Value Added Output  

million $ 
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Figure ç 	Hours  of Work  

hours worked per annum 
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7. CONSTRUCTION OF THE POOLED DATA  

1. Manhours and Data' Base  

Statistics on manhours worked and value-added output for the period 

1967-1971 were used as obtained from Statistics Canada. The statistical . 

material is the same as that described in Chapter 6 for the 1961-1974 period 

except that here it is disaggregated by major industry groups. The value 

of hours worked, information and noninformation, by industry for each of 

5 years, are given in Table 12. 

The observations sequence in Table 12is in chronological order of 

5 years for each of the 19 industries in turn. Thus the first 5 obser-

vations refer to major group 1, the next 5 to major group 2, and so on. 



TABLE 12  

INPUT QUANTITIES without CAPITAL UTILIZATION  

LN 	KT 	Kr 	Cl LI 

1 	. 	134839. 	289865. 	30688.3 
2 	. 	158370. 	286204. 	31028.6 

3 	. 	130798. 	282720. 	31932.6 
4 	. 	143276. 	287008. 	34730.1 
5 	. 	139973. 	2E2247. 	36169.7 

	

6 	. 	4581.52 	14783.8 	7128.73 
7 	. 	4310.41 	13718.9 	7168.70 

8 	. 	4416.01 	13122.7 	730 1 .66 
9 	. 	4379.36 	13181.7 	7170.54 

	

10 	. 	4380.18 	12336.6 	7232.66 

	

11 	. 	23153.6 	60934.2 	4827.98 

	

12 	
. 	24303.2 	63187.0 	4988.66 

	

13 	. 	23921.2 	66136.1 	5316.93 

	

14 	• 	22979.6 	64075.7 	3673.22 

	

15 	. 	23492.0 	63729.9 	7283.94 

	

16 	• 	9977.73 	31676.4 	781.380 

	

17 	. 	10471.8 	32749.1 	807.620 

	

18 	. 	• 	9861.96 	51603.8 	832.410 

	

19 	•. 	8614.91 	47089.4 	798.700 

	

20 	. 	8184.21 	47144.4 	794.400 

	

21 	. 	31291.3 	118841. 	2904 2.2 

	

22 	• 	27928.8 	114376. 	27771.7 

	

23 	. 	27976.2 	117262. 	27241.4 

	

24 	. 	27714.4 	109588. 	27441.9 

	

23 	• 	26993.1 	109206. 	27303.1 

	

26 	• 	37461.9 	203732. 	27023.3 

	

27 	• 	36808.8 	205199. 	27338.7 

	

28 	. 	35237.4 	210789. 	10353.9 

	

29 	. 	32752.9 	207237. 	31684.7 

	

30 	. 	32741.6 	204764. 	33469.8 

	

31 	. 	2 7489.2 	159917. 	1064 4.9 

	

32 	. 	27832.0 	159438. 	1 1 043.7 

.170886r+07 	.1261008-1-0 -  

.173223E+07 	.130130E+07 

.1792 79E+07 	.136630E+07 

.183326E+07 	.142490E+0 7  

.189386E+07 	.148000E+07 
32363.3 	61200.0 
33198.8 	64000.0 
53988.4 	64800.0 
53134.2 	64900.0 
53273.4 	63699.9 
147669. 	154600. 
132623. 	162700. 
168236. 	176100. 
174366. 	193300. 	t 
207437. 	219000. 	(sp 
30383.4 	54200.0 
32130.0 	34600.0 
13429.7 	33100.0 
32835.7 	83099.9 
32855.4 	54900.0 
644097. 	290900. 
633416. 	297000. 
63 4 582. 	104300. 
633030. 	313400. 
6308 7 4. 	321100. 
109483. ^ 	63300.0 
109337. 	64100.0 
112689. 	64800.0 
111547. 	64400.0 
113445. 	62300.0 
309238. 	2 7 2600. 
526634. 	273700. 

imp ame ais ale or ea MI ail  -. In Ole' eile OM en Mill et MO 
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(Pele - 12 • Ccint d) 

LN 	 KI 	 KN 	 Cl 

	

33 	. 	27638.6 	162298. 	12890.1 	394232. 	293100. 

	

34 	. 	26192.5 	131662. 	14839.7 	644560. 	321200. 

	

35 	. 	27773.9 	159000. 	16937.7 	702583. 	342900. 

	

36 	• 	19609.6 	72797.7 	4911.02 	72967.8 	70000.0 

	

37 	• 	19671.7 	70796.6 	3220.16 	76464.5 	77099.9 

	

38 19522.6 	72813.9 	5312.96 	78219.7 	79500.0 .. 

	

39 	. 	18198.4 	69313.9 	5281 . 1 2 	78834.1 	80699.9 

	

40 	. 	16103.1 	70373.9 	5363.23 	80106.8 	82199.9 

	

. 41 	. 	48971.1 	180132. 	404 99.2 	.242773E+07 	.141030E+07 

	

42 	. 	49503.2 	177321. 	40020.6 	.242068E+07 	. 1 47200E+07 

	

43 	. 	31853.3 	183851. 	40666.2- 	.244514E+07 	• 152770F+07 

	

44 	. 	51792.8 	179253. 	44159.5 	.255695E+07 	• 161050E+07 

	

45 	. 	51021.7, 	175036. 	46760.8 	.265416E+07 	.169620E+07 

	

46 	. 	66709.1 	92390.1 	46645.0 	358350. 	259100. 

	

47 	. 	68333.8 	92074.9 	46865.3 	362804. 	262800. 

	

48 	. 	70181.3 	92469.7 	47911.8 	368562. , 	267600. 

	

49 	. 	66272.8 	95875.5, 	50176.9 	376232. 	273300.' 

	

50 	. 	67533.9 	93529.6 	52929.1 	385807. 	279600. 

	

51 	• 	44968.0 	173350. 	48825.0 	.204 913E+07 	.125870E+07 

	

52 	. 	46971.6 	170306. 	48122.9 	.202318E+07 	• 131170E+07 

33 . 	48813.1 	164253. 	50398.6 	• 204734E+07 	.135490E+07 
54 . 	49260.3 	• 174780. 	53112.8 	.212626E+07 	.139200E+07 
55 • 	49624.2 	168983. 	59515.4 	.219349E+07 	. 1 43970E+07 
36 	• 	69390.4 	211660. 	27185.3 	599982. 	485000. 
57 	. 	72533.4 	205498. 	29190.1 	621568. 	4 97500. 
3 8 	. 	71463.1 	213129. 	30391.5 	652838. 	509100. 
59 	. 	65984.6 	2 1 5542. 	33005.4 	67527 1 . 	524400. 
60 	. 	64373.2 	208607. 	33618.8 	682212. 	532 ,200. 
61 	. 	60393.9 	97833.4 	28805.3 	241148. 	233400. 
62 	. 	62653.4 	89776.9 	29488.2 	24 9040. 	244100. 

LI 



* (reilè22-*C6/ittd)  

LN 	KI 	KN 	.C1  LI 

63 	. 	63649.3 
64 	. 	63714.2 
65 	. 	45259.7 
66 	. 	76078.1 
67 901  . 77901.4 „ _. 
68 	. 	82207.7 
69 	. 	81774.1 
70 	. 	77152.6 
71 	. 	89265.7 
72 	. 	84381.6 
73 	. 	82616.3 
74 	. 	83733.1 
75 	. 	88927.0 
76 	. 	24847.9 
77 	. 	25400.7 
78 	. 	25312.1 
79 	. 	24868.0 
80 	. 	24630.3 
81 	. 	14489.3 
82 	. 	14371.3 
83 	• 	14094.9 
84 	• 	14149.7 
85 	• 	14583.3 
86 	. 	67954.5 
87 	• 	70959.6 
88 	. 	72783.2 
89 	• 	73069.5 
90 	. 	72989.4 
91 	• 	33631.8 
92 	• 	33428.8 
93 	. 	36025.1 
94 	• 	33204.7 
95 	. 	33655.9 

1 

98147.2 	30666.2 
94778.4 	32115.7 
90676.7 	32484.6 
218013. 	85837.7 
221823. 	84408.5 
232079. 	91061.7 
20326. 	106526. 
217839. 	104118. 
1 5 2551. 	35329.4 
150079. 	' 	35675.9 
158677. 	36497.6 
145730. 	38481.3 
142668. 	40705.9 
80784.9 	43993.2 
80144.7 	41786.4 
80681.3 	41223.4 
74735.1 	41136.3 
78613.6 	37680.7 
14366.5 	2265.07 
14307:3 	2270.86 
13341.2 	2021.28 
13456.5 	1889.62 
13640.9 	1814.99 
75354.3 	55256.3 
77098.2 	58199.0 
79739.0 	58001.0 
79654.0 	37142.3 
75673.4 	55705.8 
80475.2 	11617.2 
80069.1 	12480.0 
83420.2 	14162.0 
79969.2 	14352.2 
80614.0 	14975.7 

2 	3  

258359. 	253000. 
288455. 	288200. 
269405. 	280000. 
956206. 	692300. 
970365. 	722100. 
.100636E+07 	742100. 
.108204E+07 	765300. 	• 
.108465E+07 	778000. 
428286. 	292700. 
433446. 	307800. 
448523. 	319300. 
4604 1 8. 	334300. 
475314. 	350500. 
768044. 	447500... 
746986. 	463400. -  . 
735074. 	475300. 
730754. 	492000. 
704546. 	498600. 

224514. 	.129660E+07 
235076. 	.136120E+07 
229135. 	.144330E+07 
226704. 	.138230E+07 
226368. 	.173180E+07 
.122801E+07 	.101830E+07 
.123886E+07 	.112040E+07* 
.124411E+07 	.124260E+07 
.123624E+07 	.133020E+07 
.122096EF 0 7 	.143910E+07 
152592. 	123200. 
163771. 	131700. 
182847. 	. 	138400. 
185507. 	146100. 
192838. 	132700. 

4 	5 

î 
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2. The Formation of the Capital Stock Data  

The definition of information and non-information machinery and equipment 

should exactly correspond to the same two categories of labour services. By 

this principle, information machinery and equipment is simply the machinery 

and equipment operated by inforamtion workers, and likewise for the non-information 

factors of production. Unfortunately, this separation of capital services is 

not entirely clearcut since both types of workers could conceivablybe making 

use of the  same type of capital goods if not the same physical machine, such 

as a computer. The nature of the data is such that we cannot directly and 

precisely attribute so much of capital services to information activity and 

the remainder to noninformation activities. The data identifies net capital 

formation by commodity type rather than by use, and consequently we are forced 

into some guesswork as to which labour type uses which capital commodity. 

Clearly this imperfect procedure of assigning capital services is open to many 

mistakes, but most of the commodities have descriptions which reduces the chance 

f serious mis-assignment of machinery and equipment between the two categories 

to accept levels. Unfortunately, there exists no opportunity for assessing 

the potential bias inherent in this method, so we have no check on the data 

errors thus introduced. We mentioned earlier the difficulty with construction 

(poth building and engineering) as a category of capital, and because of this 

it remains in aggregate form; 

We can identify commodities destined to become capital goods via the 

input-output structure of the Canadian economy, which is available for the years 

1961-1971 (now extended to 1974). Thus we have an 11-year period of annual 



lnqI,t - lnqIt-1 = iEI wi,t (lnq. 
1, 

- lnqi,t_i ) 
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observations on business fixed capital formation by commodity groups for 19 

manufacturing industries. Of concern to us is the machinery and equipment 

component of fixed capital formation and the following commodity list shows the 

commodities that have been identified as comprising information ME: 

Standard Commodity 	Commodity Title 
Classification 

17000 	 Carpets, etc. 
20500 	 Office Furniture 
20600 	 Special purpose furniture 
32900 	 Office Machinery and equipment 
35700 	 TV, Radio, Record players 
35800 	 Telecommunications, etc. 
49800 	 Laboratory and scientific 
50300 	 Photographic 
51200 	 Advertising goods 
52000 	 Phonograph records 

The remaining commodities entering fixed capital forme.tion are identified 

as 'comprising non-information M&E . 

For each industry the detailed commodities were a .ggregated to form aggregates 

using the Divisia chain index method. Hence, (discarding the suffix denoting 

industry), 

where 
I,t 

= information  •FCF in year t 

= deflated:component FCF with information M&E , iEI , using Statistics 
• 

.Canada commodity deflators. ' 

= indix set for information tyiDe commodities 

. 	2. w 	=(1i. 	v 1,t 	2 	1,t 	i,t-1 ) 

= value share of commodity i in total information fél&E 
i ' t 	• 	. 1 

1 
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Similarly, 

lnqN,t  - lnq
Nt-1 = iéN wi,t  (lnqi,t  - lnq. , 	) t-1 

where 
q
N,t 

= noninformation FCF in year t . 

= index set for noninformation type commodities. 

A 'price index for each of the two aggregate commodities was obtained _ 

implicitly by dividing the Divisia quantity into the respective current dollar 

value. 

The short investment series of 11 years is insufficient to produce a 

base year capital stock for each of 19 industries and yet reserve enough 

observations for the actual regressions. For the construction of a base 

year capital stock we require a time series on gross fixed capital formation 

reaching back for as long as the average life of the machinery and equipment. 

So foi the regression to have at least minimal degrees of freedom and thus 

useful tests of significance to emerge, We need to reserve at least four years 

of observations for pooling with the 19 industry observations. The remaining 

seven years scarcely encompasses the lifetime of an "average machine". There 
• • 

is only one way in which to repair this shortcoming in the length of the series 

and that is to reconstruct the information and noninformation components of 

M&E for a sufficient number of years prior to 1961. This is done in the 

following way. 	 • 

• Annual data are available.from Statistics Canada on gross fixed capital 	. 

. 'formation in current dollars of total M & E for each industry to the beginning 

of the century and earlier. We also have estimates of M & E lifetimes by ' 

industry from the same source, as Well as M & E stock estimates. We note 	- 

from the 11 years of observations on current dollar information and non-information 
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M & E large fluctuations in the two investment, series, but also a fair 

constancy in the investment ratio between the two. This agreeable 
I/ 

pattern in the observations suggested we would not be totally in error by 

assuming that the proportion of each year's investment destined for 	I/ 

information M & E and for noninformation M & E held .relatively stable and 

remained the same as the average proportion revealed in the observation 

period. Following this suggestion we produced a Divisia aggregate of M & E 

gross investment from our two M & E components for each of the 11 observation 

years, and compared these totals with the totals given by Statistics Canada. 	I/ 

Owing to definitional differences and differences of source data, a moderate 

discrepancy emerged between our and 'Statistics Canada's series, which was removed 

rescaling our series in line with their'referencd series. For the majority 

of industries the movement of our series and the reference total M & E 

fixed capital formation series corresponded almost exactly while for the 

remaining few  industries the  totals tallied much closer but the movement in 

investment agreed significantly less closely, as revealed by the correlation 

coefficient.(see tables 7 and 8). 

The investment reference series thus provided us with a total M & E 

series for as many years back as we need to go for the purpose of cumulating 

investment into the base year capital stock. The total was partitioned into 

information and noninformation M & E in the fixed proportions as indicated 

above, yielding the investmént series.for thé two types of M & E that we 

require. 

1 
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Table 13 	Machinery and Equipment Fixed Capital Formation;Industry Groups 1-10  

QI 	02 	03  	04 	0 5 

	

178916. 	11627.3 	25035.9 	5526.89 	43004.8 

	

185974. 	9813.08 	26063.6 	5612.69 	57789.7 

	

173457. 	11572.0 	23268.0 	5479.82 	71101.0 

	

194588. 	10265.7 	32000.9 	5574.15 	120355. 

	

213786. 	16047.7 	33036.5 	5006.10 	123649. 

	

244756. 	14593.6 	54769.8 	7450.44 	119910. 

	

270549. 	16260.0 	38646.5 	6093.36 	92334.9 

	

L44408. 	14584.6 	41354.8 	7702.21 	75957.2 

	

245581. 	15121.6 	59907.4 	7657.12 	88825.0 

	

282668. 	12300.5 	48374.2 	5303.77 	88468.7 

	

256935. 	13915.6 	94482.9 	6044.28 	87034.7 

Z1 	Z2 	z5 	Z4 	Z5 
143100. 	8599.99 	23700.0 	4300.00 	28000.0 

	

143000. 	7000.00 	24500.0 	4600.00 	36200.0 

	

134100. 	8299.99 	22900.0 	4600.00 	45000.0 

	

141500. 	7000.00 	29200.0 	4400.00 	74599.9 

	

151900. 	10800.0 	31700.0 	4000.00 	80299.9 

	

172000. 	9599.99 	49100.0 	5799.99 	70699.9 

	

199200. 	11300.0 	37500.0 	5200.00 	58100.0 

	

180600. 	10200.0 	42800.0 	6500.00 	49700.0 

	

181600. 	10500.0 	63300.0 	6400.00 	59600.0 

	

211900. 	8700.00 	49400.0 	4600.00 	61800.0 

	

192300. 	9700.00 	87299.9 	5200.00 	59100.0 

Q6 	Q7 	Q8 	Q9 	Q10 

	

17404.5 	48785.1 	7228.79 	247793. 	44474.0 

	

21984.2 	46840.0 	8481.16 	259409. 	47156.6 

	

23277.3 	59140.8 	10148.9 	302319. 	52374.0 

	

25307.1 	70652.6 	13767.1 	443894. 	65616.6 

	

23888.5 	81090.1 	14345.6 	500415. 	52664.3 

	

29740.8 	73508.4 	15100.3 	669037. 	71435.0 

	

21924.2 	69767.2 	15405.2 	596590. 	57447.6 

	

25470.9 	78705.5 	16941.5 	376707. 	62381.4 

	

34597.9 	149196. 	14279.6 	431025. 	66450.1 

	

29686.9 	133906. 	12458.8 	588630. 	72449.9 

	

32564.1 	150023. 	13781.9 	580733. 	77982.6 

Z6 	Z7 	Z8 	Z9 	ZIO 

	

12700.0 	41500.0 	4700.00 	162000. 	32700.0 

	

14500.0 	36900.0 	5899.99 	172600. 	32600.0 

	

15500.0 	46600.0 	7000.00 	206300. 	37200.0 

	

15700.0 	53100.0 	9299.99 	294500. ' 	44800.0 

	

15200.0 	60400.0 	' 	10000.0 	340800. 	35100.0 

	

18900.0 	54700.0 	10400.0 	450300. 	45900.0 

	

14900.0 	50100.0 	10500.0 	399900. 	38100.0 

	

17400.0 	58800.0 	11900.0 	251700. 	42400.0 

	

24600.0 	118600. 	10200.0 	293800. 	46000.0 

	

22000.0 	108700. 	9200.00 	417800. 	53600.0 

	

24000.0 	116300. 	9760.00 	402400. 	56700.0 
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Table II+ 	Machinery and Equipment Fixed Capital Formation: Industry Groups 11-19  

_Q 11 	 Q12 	 Q13 	 Q14 	 Q15  

	

191018. 	55977.7 	30026.0 	66106.6 	42342.0 

	

314911. 	73690.2 	32319.2 	72257.6 	55192.0 

	

263504. 	69046.6 	38680.7 	98248.2 	59106.5 

	

395117. 	96928.6 	57330.6 	163261. 	65912.1 

	

346947. 	123346. 	53500.9 	256959. 	81597.3 

	

503883. 	157454. 	58422.8 	253150. 	122577. 

	

359847. 	136044. 	61982.9 	223954. 	112752. 

	

282730. 	141513. 	57322.2 	158785. 	83562.9 

	

367179. 	160368. 	61647.6 	210331. 	101439. 

	

467086. 	153048. 	64988.7 	297852. 	100370. 

	

463852. 	128763. 	51209.4 	157913. 	108118. 

Z11 	 Z12 	 ZI3 	 Z14 	 Z15  

	

125500. 	40800.0 	23300.0 	46200.0 	30000.0 

	

205300. 	51300.0 	24800.0 	48100.0 	37900.0 

	

169300. 	47800.0 	29400.0 	65999.9 	40300.0 

	

249100. 	64400.0 	41700.0 	106700. 	43000.0 

	

222000. 	82899.9 	37400.0 	172800. 	53500.0 

	

319400. 	103500. 	40100.0 	164800. 	79899.9 

	

222400. 	93499.9 	44600.0 	150800. 	76899.9 

	

170800. 	97699.9 	41700.0 	104800. 	57500.0 

	

236300. 	108000. 	43800.0 	140500. 	69899.9 

	

316200. 	106000. 	47500.0 	207000. 	72099.9 

	

310300. 	90499.9 	37900.0 	108400. 	77699.9 

• 

Q16 	 Q17 	 Q18 	 Q19  

	

1 	. 	165234. 	7822.86 ' 	169629. 	23375.8 

	

2 	. 	118938. 	15943.7 	115459. 	31638.1 

	

3 	. 	115929. 	15186.9 	142788. 	32865.1 

	

4 	. 	175825. 	7769.03 	177084. 	32528.6 

	

5 	. 	208864. 	17110.8 	322786. 	42390.1 

	

6 	. 	282084. 	15982.8 	331451. 	55609.7 

	

7 	. 	203850. 	34544.7 	310857. 	51632.3 

	

8 	. 	175203. 	45616.6 	256839. 	55366.2 

	

9 	. 	209730. 	19906.7 	182278. 	70885.2 

	

10 	. 	239275. 	24934.5 	190360. 	49463.0 

	

11 	a 	137561. 	28061.6 	175804. 	57585.5 

Z16 	 Z17 	 Z18 	 ZI9  

	

1 	 44000.0 	5400.00 	117300. 	15400.0 

	

2 	 49700.0 	11400.0 	75399.9 	19000.0 

	

3 	 48100.0 	10600.0 	95499.9 	18900.0 

	

4 	 71799.9 	4900.00 	114100. 	17200.0 
5 • 	85699.9 	11300.0 	215600. 	22200.0 

	

6 	 115300. 	10200.0 	216000. 	31900.0 

	

7 	 86499.9 	23500.0 	201000. 	29100.0 

	

8 	 73199.9 	31800.0 	168800. 	27600.0 

	

9 	 89599.9 	13800.0 	120800. 	31700.0 

	

10 	 105400. 	17900.0 	130100. 	23300.0 

	

11 	 57800.0 	20100.0 	120300. 	26500.0 

s. 
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The stock estimate for the two capital goods was constructed from the 

investment series using the double declining balance method. We use the 

standard approach of taking depreciation to be at a constant percentage rate 

for groups of asàets having a given useful economic life, T . The depreciation 

rate, 6 , under the double declining balance approach, equals twice the 

inverse of the estimated life by which 2/3 of the value of an asset evaporates 

in the first half-life.* 

The stock of a capital asset at time t is thus the stock carried over 

from the preceeding period less depreciation plus gross investment in the current 

period: 

K
t 
= K

t-1
(1 - 6)  +i 
	

, 	6 = 2/T . 

For thé stock in . period t , cumulation is began from period t - T • In 

all, we have 2x 19 = 38 such series for information and noninfornation 

M & E by industry.. The cumulated stock can bé expressed in equivalent terms as 

a series involving present and past investment: 

K
t 
= I

t 
+ 

It-1(1 
 - 6) + 

It-2(1 
	6)

2 
+ ...+ I

t-T (1 - 6)
T 

From this it is evident that recent year investment make upmost of today's 

stock of assets with depreciation progressively reducing the proportion of 

past investment which remains as machines get older. Inplicit in the 

'euression is also the assumption that machines of different vintaje have 

the sane characteristics, apart from losses throujh wear and tear or reduced 

efficiency with aging. The machines operated in any one industry are worked • 

*The life-time of non-information machines are taken as equal to the estimated life 
given by Statistics Canada. Two alternative assumptions on life-time are applied 
to information machines;the same as for noninformation on the one hand, and a 

uniform 10 years on the other. 
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with the saine ratio of labour services to capital services as measured in the 

aggregate. 

The price of capital services, for each capital good, has to be calculated 

from the asset price, the interest rate and the rate of depreciation. These 

rental prices were computed under the assumption that rentals are chosen such 

that the rate of return on holding one dollar worth of each of the capital 

goods are equal. The service price can be expressed as the sum of the cost of 

capital and the current cost of replacement less the cost of capital loss on 

the value of the asset 

A A 
P
s
t 
 = PA r * P

A
6 - (P

t 
- P) 

P _1 t 	t 

s 
P
t 

= service price at period t 

P
A 

= asset price at period t 
• 

r = rate of return (discount or interest rate' the rate of return 

on corporate bonds is used as proxy.  vairable). 

Capital services, K
s 

are assumed to be proportional to the amount of 

	

capital assets,  K. 
	j 
= u.K. , where i = 1,2,3 runs over the capital goods 

	

i 	l 

and j = 1,...,19 refer to the industries. Capital goods within an industry 

are utilized at the same rate according to this assumption, a rate which can 

bemeasuredbytheestimatesforcapacity.utilizationbyindustry,u_The 

procedure we follow is less exact. Under the assumption that utilization has 

been constant over the estimation period .(not a good assumption in view of 

the trough which occured in 1970), the utilization rate variable becomes 

irrelevant in the translog specification of production activities, a fact we 

• put to use. 



Up to a constant, the factor share equations are linear in the 

logarithm of input quantities. Denote the ith equation by the form 

=(1.--Ey..1n(x./c) 
i 	3 13 	7 

where c denotes construction services and j sum over inputs save 

construction. 

The least square estimator of will consist of terms con-

tainingthesumofproductsinvolvingthedeviationofln(x j /c ) 

from its sample mean 

, inx - 	/c ) 
j t 	TT 	3T T 

or 
Xit/ 

ln 	
(11(x. /c)) - 
T 3T 

Evidently, if the service at time t, x
jt 

is related to a stock 

X
jt 

through a constant, x. = 	and likewise c
t 

= uC
t

, the 
3t 	3t 

following equality holds: 

	

x
ht

/c
t 	

X. /C 
t  

ln (x 	_ 	Inx  

	

jT /  T 	3T /  T i  

Thus, to the degree that the assump'tion of a constant rate of 

utilization is reasonable, our estimation results will be relatively 

unaffected by the use of stock data rather than service figures. 

In the representative industry case we do not assume a constant 

rate for all factors. Capital is assumed to have variable utilization, 

equal for all three types and equal to capacity utilization for the 

industry. 	The input quantities adjusted for capital utilization are Shown 

in Table 15. 



TABLE. 15  

INPUT QUANTITIES with CAPITAL UTILIZATiON  

LI LN 	 KI KN 	 Cl 

1 	. 	.154839. 	289865. 	30381.7 	.169177E+07 

2 	. 	158570. 	286204. 	30097.7 	.169968E+07 

3 	. 	130798. 	282720. 	30655.3 	.172107E+07 

4 	. 	145276. 	287008, 	32993.6 	. 	.176117E+07 

5 	. 	139975. 	282247. 	34361.2 	.179917E+07 

6 	. 	4381.32 	14783.8 	6538.45 	48358.7 

7 	. 	4510.41 . 	13718.9 	6093.39 	43219.0 

8 	. 	4416.01 	13122.7 	6206.41 	43890.1 

9 	. 	4379.36 	13181.7 	6166.75 	45712.6 

10 	. 	4380.18 	12356.6 	6220.09 	. 	45813.1 

11 	- • 	23133.6 	60934.2 	4343.18 	132902. 

12 	• 	24303.2 	63187.0 	3990.93 	122100. 
13 	. 	23921.2 	66116.1 	4253.14 - 	134604. 

14 ' 	.- 	22979.6 	64073.7 . 	4141.45 	127433. 

15 	. - 	23492.0 	63729.9 	4807.40 	136922. 

16 	• 	9977.73 	. 31676.4 	726.683 	28444.4 

17 	. 	10471.8 	32749.1 	775.313 	30844.8 

18 	. 	9861.96 	51605.8 	774.178 	' 	31089.7 

19 	• 	8614.91 	47089.4 	686.882 	28238.7 
20 	• 	8184.21 	47144.4 	691.128 	28584.2 

21 	. 	3129 1 .3 	118841. 	18387.0 	412222. 
22 	. 	27928.8 	114376. 	19162.3 	438437. 

23 	. 	27976.2 	117262. 	20975.9 	488628. 

24 	. 	27714.4 	109388. 	19483.7 	449466. 

23 	. 	26993.1 	109206. 	20903.9 	479464. , 

26 	. 	37 4 61.9 	201732. 	1 648 4 .3 	66784.8 

27 	. 	36808.8 	205199. 	18188.7 	72162.1 

28 	. 	33237.4 	210789. 	2094.2 	77755.3 
29 	. 	32752.9 	2072 3 7. 	22179.3 	79 4 83.1 	- 
30 	. 	32741.6 	204764. 	25437. 1 	87738.2 
31 	. 	27489.2 	139917. 	9380.43 	438113. 
32 	. 	27852.0 	159458. 	9939.36 	473989. 

.124839E+07 

.126245E+07 

. 1 31165E+07 

.133365E+07 

.140600E+07 . 
 56304.0 

34400.0 
53080.0 
53814.0 
36502.0 
139140. 
130160. 
140880. 
142369. 
144340. 
50406.0 
52416.0 
51243.0 
73183.9 
47763.0 
186176. 
204930. 
234311. 
223934. 

24036.  
39813.0 
à2306.0 
4à712.0 
43080.0 
47348.0 
245340.  
248 1 30. 

, 

cD 
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(Table  15 Conti çl) 

LN 	 KI 	 ' KN 	 Cl LI 

33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
41 

42 
43 
44 
45 
46 
47 
48 
49 
50 
31 
52 

• 27638.6 	162298. 
• 26192.3 	131662. 
• 27773.9 	139000. 
• 19609.6 	72 7 97.7 
• 19671.7 	70796.6 
• 19522.6 	72813.9 
• 18198.4 	69313.9 
• 18103.1 	70373.9 
• 48971.1 	180132. 
• 49503.2 	177321. 

• 
 

• 31833.5 	183851. 
• 51792.8 	179233. 
• 51021.7 	173036. 
• 66709.1 	92390.1 
. 68333.8 	92074.9 - 

• 70181.3 	92469.7 
• 66272.8 	95875.5 
• 67333.9 	93529.6 
. 44968.0 	173330. 
. 46971.6 	170306.  

11472.2 	328866. 	260839. 
11723.3 	509202. 	233748. 
13719.6 	569093. 	277749. 
4318.14 	67130.4 	64400.0 
4393.74 	67288.7 	6784 7.9 
4675.41 	68833.3 	69960.0 
4 1 72.09 	62278.9 	63 7 33.0 
4236.95 	63284.4 	64938.0 
35234.3 	.211213E+07 	.122713E+07 
34417.7 	.208178E+07 	.126392E+07 
3 - 412.9 	.224933E+07 	.140548E+07 
38860.3 	.225012E+07 	.141724E+07 
39279.0 	.2229498+07 	.142481E+07 
44312.8 	340433. 	246143. 	1  
44033.3 	341036. 	247032. 	I-, 
43335.2 	350134. 	234220. 	m 

01 
46664.3 	349896. 	214169. 	1 
49224.0 	338800. 	260028. 
41989.5 	.176223E+07 	.108248E+0 7  
43310.6 	.1820868+07 	.118033E+07 

33 . 	48813.1 	164233. 	44330.8 
54 	49260.3 	17470. 	4960 1 .5 
33 . 	49 8 24.2 	168983. 	30388. 1  
36 • 	69390.4 	211660. 	24738.6 
57 . 	72533.4 	203498. 	23393.4 
38. 71463.1 	213129. 	30087.6 
39. 63984.6 	213342. 	28034.6 
60 	. 	64373.2 	208607. 	27903.6 
61. 60393.9 	97833.4 	24484.7 
62. 62633.4 	89776.9 	23590.3  

.1801668+07 

. 1 9 1 3648+07 

.186617E+07 
343984. 

	

340764. 	'‘ 
646329. 
373980. 

	

366236. 	. 
204975. 
199232. 

. 1 19231E+07 

.125280 8+07 

.122374E+07 
441330. 
432825; 
304009. 
A437 4 0. 
442224. 

198390. 
193280. 
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II 	 LN 	 KI 	 KN 	 Cl 

63 	. 	63649.3 	98147.2 	26372.9 	222189. 	217580. 
64 	. 	63714.2 	94778.4 	26334.9 	220133. 	219924. 
65 	. 	45239.7 	90676.7 	25987.7 	215324. 	224000. 
66 	. 	76078.1 	218013. 	66093.0 	736278. 	533071. 

67 	. 	77901.4 	221823. 	70059.1 	803403. 	399343. 
68 	. 	82207.7 	23207. 	81044.9 	893843. 	660469. 
69 	. 	81774.1 	205263. 	77763.7 	789892. 	558669. 
70 	. 	77152.6 	217839. 	83376.1 	889416. 	637960. 
71 	. 	89265.7 	152531. 	32503. 1 	394023. 	269284. 
72 	. 	84381.6 	150079. 	31751.6 	183767. 	273942. 
73 	. 	82616.3 	136677. 	33577.8 	412641. 	293736. 
74 	. 	83733.1 	145730. 	31922.9 	382147. 	277469. 
73 	. 	88927.0 	1 42668. 	34192.9 	399280. 	294420. 
76 	. 	24847.9 	80784.9 	34756.2 	606733. 	313325. 
-- 
,, 	. 	23400.7 	80144.7 	33011.3 	590119. 	366086. 
78 25312.1 	80681.3 	32366.5 	580709. 	373487. 
79 	. 	24868.0 	74735. 1 	29632.7 	526143. 	334240. 
80 	. - 	24630.3 	78613.6 	29767.7 	536392. 	393894. 

81 . 	14489.3 	14366.3 	2061.21 	204308. 	.117991E+07 
82 	. 	14371.3 	14307.3 	2180.03 	225673. 	.130675E+07 

83. 14094.9 	13341.2 	1920.22 	217678. 	.137112E+07 
84. 14149.7 	13416.3 	1738.43 	208367. 	.143390E+07 
83 . 	14385.3 	13640.9 	1633.49 	203731. 	.137662E+07 
86 	. 	67934.3 	73334.3 	47520.4 	.103609E+07 	875910. 
87 	. 	70939.6 	77098.2 	50051.2 	.109262E+07 	963343. 

88 	. 	72783.2 	79739.0 	31620.9 	.110726E+07 	.110391E+07 

89 	. 	73069.3 	79634.0 	49142.4 	.106316F*07 	.116117E+07 

90 	. 	72989.4 	75675.4 	48464.1 	.106224F+07 	.123202E+07 

91 	. 	33631.8 	80475.2 	8480.34 	111392. 	89933.9 

92 	• 	33428.8 	80069.1 	9609.37 	126103. 	101409. 
93 	. 	36023.1 	83420.2 	11188.0 	144449. 	109336. 

94 	. 	33204.7 	79969.2 	10764.1 	139131. 	109373. 

95 	. 	33653.9 	806 1 4.0 	11681.1 	150414. 	119106. 

1 	2 	3 	4 	3 

cD  
(7) 
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1 

8., POINTS OF ANALYSIS  

In this chapter we gather together some technical points 

relevant to the analysis but whose interest is chiefly to the tech-

nically inclined economist. 

L.  Price Elasticity and Allen Elasticity of Substitution (AES)  

Given the production function y = F(x), x = (x1,x2,..., xn)' 

and profit maximizing b'ehaviour we obtain the first order con-

ditions 

pFi (x) = pi 	i = 1, 2, 0"/ n 

wherepistheLangrangianmultiplierand pi  .are the input prices. 

Since our objective is to obtain a formula for price elasticities 

it is appropriate to transform the above equilibrium expressions 

into the equivalent nature logarithmic form; 

f. 	rn . i 	1, 2, 000, n 

subject to constant output, 

= 

wherefi denotesgnF/Inx i andm.the marginal value share of the 

ith factor input, i.e.  p.x./pF. The elasticity parameters are a measure 

of the response of the equilibrium to a small change in prices. The 

manner in which the system responds is calculated by taking the total 

derivative of the foregoing equations. Denote the Hessian matrix 

of lnrbyf;;(fii )F.:(D 2 1/1Falauc.gnx,) and the nxl vector of 
xx 
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offirstpartialderivativesby
1  1 	(m.) = m. The 1 x n 

transpose is denoted by fx  = m. Also note that 

dm.=m.(dln. pi -d 
ln X. - d ln F - d ln p) 

1 	1  

(The fact that d ln F = 0 (constant output) is incorporated in the 

side condition but not at this juncture.) The total derivative of 

the first order conditions above is 

E(f.-m.d..)dlnx.-m.dlnp...m.innp. 	m.E.mjdlnx. 
3 ij 	11J. 	J 	1 	1 	1 	1J 

i.e. 

= m. dlnp. 
1 ij 	a. 3 	1 	1 

m' 	0] 	p' 	
= 

_ 0] 
	

= 	
[ _1 	m  M 

Where M = (In.6
ij 
 ) is the n x n diagonal matrix whose diagonal elements 

1  

are the marginal value shares ; n = (n ) = ( dlnx. /dlnp. ) is the ij 	1 	3 
n - 1 matrix of price elasticities and the n x 1 vector 

P = (dlnp/dlnpi 	) gives the response of the product price to change 

again with the side condition 

Em dlnx, = 0 
3 i 	J 

In matrix form we have 

[ f

XX - 

m' 

in inputs prices. Denote by G the /14.1 x n+1 matrix on the far 

left of the equation. The matrix is symmetric and non-singular since 

f
XX has these properties. Thus G

-1 exists, is symmetric and 

[n

] 	

[m] = G 
11 	0 
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Because of the presence of the M matrix on the right hand side the 

matrix of price elasticities cannot be symmetric except in 

the special case where all value shares are equal. This asymmetry 

can be remedied by rewriting the above expression as 

r. 	G' 

-1 [101 

P [p'] 

Define the matrix a . (crii) 	
mjDlnp,' 

is symmetric as 

then the matrix a 

cs 

em-11 

a is the matrix of Allen elasticities of substitution (AES) and has 

the symmetry property a. = a 1 . The inverse of the G matrix yields 

the AES plus the elasticity of the product pricewith respect to input prkles 

adjusted by the appropriate value share. 

- To show that a is a negative definite matrix, first of all 

observe that the inverse of a negative definite matrix is also 

negative definite. For, if is an arbitrary non-zero nxl vector and 

H is a negative definite matrix, then by Schwarz' inequality 

(Œ'HŒ)  WHO > (a'H )
2 

> 0 

Set f3 =H-1 a, 

-1 (OE'Hot) (a'H a) > 0 

Thus aH-1a has the same sign asa'Ha. Secondly[f - mm' - M]is xx 

negative definite since fxx  has this property. Since 

a' (f 	- mm' - M)a - a' f a - (a' m)
2 —

a v  Met XX 	xx 



[ 

I 
when pre-multiplied into 	can be expressed 

0 

The inverse of the partitioned matrix 

G = [H  

m' 0 m' 0 

,Me• 
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and (a 'm) 
2 

-a 'Ma = (E m.a )
2 
- Em.a

2 
i 	11 

we need to show that 

(Em.a )
2 

< Em.a 2 
11 	— 	13. i  

thatis,theconvexcombination(Em.=1) of squares is no less 1 

than the square of the convex combination. This type of relationship 

is in fact the definitional relation for convex functions i.e. f(a) 

is convex if and only if 

f(E.m.a.) < E m. f(a.) 
1 1 1 — 1 1 	1 

Since the second derivative of the square function is positive, 

f(a) = a2 
 is convex. We have shown H 4fXX 

-  mm' - Miis negative 

definite and it follows that H-1 is negative definite also. 

as 	 -1 

[] 	

- 	- [(mill m) H
1 
 - H

1 
 m (H 1m)' 

1  G-1 	- 0 	
t H-1 

m'
-1 	m 

H ra 

so that the AES matrix is 

a = H-1 	1 	- 	-1 
(H 1m) (H m)' -1 m' H m 

Finally we now show that a is also negative definite. 



Y12 - mx1mx2 • • M 
1 

2 v 	- (mx ) - mx 	. . m 22 	- 2 	2' 	2 

.0  

• nn• .1.11111.. 
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We have for any a, 

1 	- 	-  
[ (a'H la) (m  Ha)  - (a'H

-1 
 P.)

2--1  
_1 

m H
-1
m 

By Schwarz' inequality the term in the bracket is positive excepting 

for the special case of a being a scalar multiple of m b when the 

term vanishes. Thus a'aa takes the sign m'H-lm < 1 for all nonzero 

vectors a. It follows for example that factor demand is downward 

sloping as a 	< 0 for all i. 

Explicitly the (n - 1) x (n - 1) symmetric matrix G is 

- mx ) 2 - mx Yll 	( 1 	1 

Y12 - mx1 mx2 

• • 

• • 

• • 

• • 

mi 	 m2 

G = 

and 
G.. 

I  aii  = 	I d/  , or the i, j element of the inverse of the G matrix. 

2. Separation: Comparison of True Separation with Test for 
Conjectured Separation  

Consider a four factor cost function for which the true separation 

is as follows: 

e = c (a(p1 1p2 ), p3 , p4 ) 

This corresponds to the following constraints on the AES 

a13 = a23 ,  a14 	= a24 
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However, suppose data are available only in the aggregate form thus 

(x1 ,  g(x2' x4 ), x3 ), so that we have c 	c(x1 , g(x2  ,x 4  ), x3 ) and the 

true situation is not known to us. Consider now the exercise of 

testing for the separation of g and x3 from x1 , i.e. the test for 

a
lg 

=a
13

.  

Given the true situation will the test turn out affirmative? Not 

necessarily, as we can see from a = 	c/c.c and the fact that ij 	cii 1 j 

the true state yields the conditions 

c24 c14 = — 
c
13 _ _13_ and 	-8-- 	c2  1 C1 	c2 

or 

c 1 	c13 	c14 
c2 := c 23 = c 24 ° 

Note that 

	

DP, 	 DP, 
c. = c 	i = 2, 4; c 	= c 1 	g Dpi 	23 	g3 Dp2  

Dp, 
and c = clg  --u 14 	91)4  

c24 = c 	
2
P g 	c 	--a ap 	Dp 

(c m -12  ) Cg 
	Dp 	. 

Assume, for sake of simplicity, the aggregator, g, is linear, 

2 so that Dpg/Dp 2 Dp4 » O. 

aP2 P4 	gg 
0P2 aP4 
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The conditions met in the actual situation can be translated in 

terms of the aggregate variable g to read 

	

apg  cl 	c13 = clg• 

	

Bp2  c 3 	c3g  
gg 

However the condition we are seeking is 

cig 	13  

C 3  . 

C  
Thus the two coincide only if 	.  gm  

C 3 	. 

a But this implies 
Dg 

 --(c 
 g 
 /c

3  ) = 0, or c = kc3 , where k = constant of 

integration independent of p . By Shephard's lemma this corresponds 

to the very unlikely case that the aggregate factor g and the factor 

3 are hired (fired) in fixed ratio wherever the price of g falls 

(rises). Thus using data in too aggregative a form can lead to 

misleading results except in very special and unlikely cases. For 

this reason both capital and labour inputs should be suitably dis-

aggregated when studying the separation of information and non-

information activities. 

3. Productivity Growth  

In the context of the production function estimations of this 

study the following approach to productivity is feasible. Let Q and 

g denote the level and the growth rate of real value added output 

respectively. 

Write y = (lnx
1
, lnx2' ..., lx)', the matrix r = (Y ) and ij 
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= (a l , (1 2 , ..., an)', where ' denotes transpose. Then the translog 

specification can be written as 

1  
lnQ = a'y - -2-y -, 

 
 ry 

Let p 	(p l , p,
z 	pn)' where , 

dlnx. 

Pi 	dt 

be the vector of the ith input growth rate. Denote by g the observed 

rate of growth output, then 

g 	- Ty) 

Let W n ( W,  w, ,..,  w) 

where 

	

wt 	rYt 

is the vector of relative share of inputs in total costs at year t. 

	

Write W 	
(wit 

 ), then p can be estimated by least squares from 

g m Wp 

From this regression we can obtain an estimate, p I , of the average 

growth rate for information labour over the estimation period. Now 

p can be interpreted as a composite of' two growths; a growth in 

employment plus the growth in information labour "quality". An 

average for the employment growth, gI , can be directly calculated 

from the data so that the difference (p I  - gI ) gives the average 

growth (positive or negative) in quality. The data set can be sub- 

divided into two or more parts and the various growth rates calculated 

for each part. Then one can explore changes which took place in the 

quality of information labour. 
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1 

1 

1 

FOOTNOTES  

1. Porat (1977). 

2. F. Machlup (1962). 

3. Department of Communications (1978). 

4. The issue of information accounts involves more than simply 
the niceties of consistent aggregation of inputs or of 
outputs. A much more serious question involves the appropriate- 

- ness and rigor of the conceptual framework behind the exercise 
and its correspondence with economic behaviour. See my 
"Economic Theory and the Information Economy", Department of 
Communications (1978). 

5. This description of representation of the technical. structure of 
production through a functional relation between (value added) 
output and inputs refers to a given "state of the art" in pro- 
duction. The techniques of manufacturing can and do improve 
over time and the specification is later extended to allow for 
such technological progress to take place. 

6. This and other assumptions are discussed in terms of their 
reality and impact on the results subsequently. 

7. The value added concept involves an a priori  assumption regarding 
the separability of intermediate inputs from the primary inputs. 
This assumption for Canadian manufacturing has been examined and 
attacked by M. Denny and D. May (1977). 

8. A different specification, the Generalized Leontief, is becoming 
popular for the cost function. 

9. L.R. Christensen, D.W. Jorgenson, and L.J. Lau, (1971). 

10. E. Erwin Diewert (1971). 

11. C. Cobb and P.H. Douglas (1928). 

12. K. Arrow, H. Chenery, B. Minhas and R. Solow (1961). 

13. E.R. Bernt and L.R. Christensen (1974). 

14. Science Council, Special Study No. 22. 

15. This is a time series (1929-1968) study by Berndt and 
Christensen, Oct. 1973. 
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16. If constant returns to scale holds, factor augmenting technical 
change with equal rates of augmentation is equivalent to Hicks-
neutral technical change. This shows why the Hicks-neutral type 
of change is readily handled and also shows why it is not a parti-
cularly plausible case for a study of information and noninforma- 
tion activities. Technical change seems to have been labour saving 
over the period in question but this issue requires a more careful 
attention and will be looked at in a further study. 

17. This section closely follows the analysis of Berndt, E.R. and 
L.R. Christensen (1973a). 

18. Theorem 4.5, R.T. Rockefeller (1970). 

19. NI. Denny and C. Pinto (1976). 
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